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Boston English High School noted that many
students were graduating without acquiring saleable or
life coping skills.

The home economics staff took steps

to change the traditional home economics curriculum to

provide opportunities for both male and female students to
acquire such skills.

Department members altered the emphasis

of the curriculum from preparation of voung women for home-

making and family living to preparation of young men as well
as young women for homemaking

,

family or single living and

gainful employment.

Department members designed new programs and revised
traditional courses.

However, the success of these new

courses and programs, as measured by student enrollment,
was limited, especially with male students.

Discussions

with home economics department members, administrators and
program schedulers generated logistical and attitudinal
reasons for low enrollment.

Efforts to deal with the

logistical aspects of implementing change in the home
VI

economics curriculum resulted in little
or no further
enrollment change.
Issues relating to priorities and
attitudes of students, faculty, administrators
and parents
had not been explored.

Enrollment trends seemed to support the theory
that
student, faculty and parents did not consider
home economics
programs and courses as valuable or viable options
for

acquiring living skills.

A mechanism sensitive to sex-based

prejudices about the social roles of men and women, the

maintenance of the home and the wellbeing of its occupants
was needed in order to examine attitudes of the school

population toward home economics
This study was developed to ascertain the attitudes of

students, faculty and parents toward a modified home eco-

nomics curriculum (that included Parenting, Survival Skills
and Food Service Education)

;

determine if attitudinal differ-

ences existed among these groups; and analyze these attitudes

from a feminist perspective.

It was hoped that verification

of the existence of sexist attitudes among participants
in this change process would assist home economics depart-

ment members in identifying sources of opposition to the
curriculum and assessing the degree of opposition to various
content areas.
To test the relationships between respondents' group

membership, sex and sex equity views and their attitudes
Vll

toward home economics, a questionnaire was
developed to
collect information about their knowledge
of home

I

economics and thier views concerning: the
appropriateness
of home economics; acquisition of home
economics

^

skills;

and sexual equality in social and economic
roles.

Self-administered questionnaires consisting of 44
Likert scale items were given to
High School population.

a

segment of the English

The sample consisted of 251

*

students, faculty and parents.

The statistical method of chi-square was utilized to

significant relationships existed between
'

responses to a set of statements about an

informational area and their group membership, sex and sex
equity views.

In general,

of the respondents

'

findings indicated that 89.7%

answers did relate to their group

membership (student, faculty or parent) and views on sex
equity.

Some of the respondents' answers (31.0%) related

to their gender.

Overall, the findings indicated that faculty were

most supportive of expanding the home economics curriculum
to include food service training and introducing the

curriculum to a broader range of students.

However, students

were most supportive of expanding the domain of home economics
to include survival skills and parenting and of introducing

parenting to a broader range of students.

VI 11

Parents tended to fall in the middle.

The one exception

'
'

was their being the least supportive of
the survival skill
education.

Support for expanding the home economics
curriculum
and introducing it to a broader range of
students was

generally associated with support of sex equity.

In

instances where students were most supportive,
their concern
about coping as adults was usually involved.
The results of this study indicate that there is
hope
for increasing student participation in home economics

programs and courses.

By developing recruitment strategies

that utilize students' concerns about their ability to cope
as adults, enrollment in survival skills and parenting courses

can be increased.

There is faculty support for home economics

courses and programs that include job skill training.
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CHAPTER

I

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

Development of Traditional Home Economics Programs
Prior to the Lake Placid Conferences of 1899-1908

which were held to unite the recognized proponents
of home
economics, and at which the American Home Economics

Association was established, there had been
Movement dating back to 1798.
domestic economy courses

a Home

Economics

The need for establishing

(home economics)

in schools was

summarized by Catherine Beecher's statement in
A Treatise on Domestic Economy

:

The first reason, is that there is no period, in
a young lady's life when she will not find such
knowledge useful to herself, and to others...
second reason, is, that every young lady, at the
close of her school days, and even before they are
closed, is liable to be placed in a situation, in
which she will need to do, herself, or to teach
others to do, all the various processes and duties
detailed in this work. .Another reason for introducing such a subject as a distinct branch of
school education, is, ...young ladies will not be
taught these things any other way... what proportion of mothers are qualified to teach a proper
and complete system of Domestic Economy?
(1841)
.

During the period between 1798 and 1899 the movement
for domestic economy in schools focused basically on

manual training in household skills.

Most of the early

courses concentrated on sewing (in the form of sample
making) and cooking.

The first such training began in

1798 when Boston public schools were opened to girls and

needlework was offered as a part of their instruction.
1

2

In 1872 the Massachusetts legislature
passed an act

legalizing sewing and other industrial
education. This act
put Massachusetts in the forefront of
national public
industrial education.
By the late 1800's cooking schools had
gained popularity
in eastern cities.

The first school kitchen to be located

in a public school building was established
at the King

Schoolhouse in Boston.

It began during the suimner of 1883

as a private venture under the direction of Mrs.
Mary

Hemenway

,

and was part of an experiment to determine if there

were elements of manual training every girl should have.

After these were determined, the sponsors wanted such
training to become a regular part of the public school
curriculum, supported through public funds.

On October 26,

1885, the Boston school committee voted that girls in

designated schools throughout the city could attend Boston
School Kitchen No.

1

on a probationary basis, provided that

their parents or guardian made a written request.

At this

time the curriculum was also expanded to include housekeeping

and laundering (Bevier, 1906)
By the end of the 1880 's. Domestic Science had been

introduced into most public schools.

During the century

of development which preceded the formal recognition of

home economics as part of the school curriculum, both the

content and the user of home economics had thus been
established.

The domestic science (home economics) curriculum

3

included cooking, sewing, housekeeping and laundering.
Since it was generally felt that every girl
needed
training in domestic science, girls were naturally
the
users of these courses.
At the closing of the Lake Placid Conferences the

newly established American Home Economics Association stated
that it would strive to achieve the following results:
To teach the American people, chiefly
through the medium of the schools, the
management of their homes on economic
lines as to time and energy. Once the
essentials of home life are settled,
they must be made a part of every child's
education and the small details necessary
must become so much a habit of life that
no occasion will find the members of a
family unprepared.
Boys and girls alike
should be taught how to cook a few simple
foods and to keep their clothing in repair.
(Lake Placid Conference Proceedings, 1908,
p.

25)

^

Even though the founders of the American Home Economics

Association had stated that one of their goals was to
include in every child's education the essential skills of
home life, a conflicting precedent had already been set
in people's minds and with school curricula.

Since the

generally accepted societal view that nurturing of the
family and improving the management and the environment of
the home were the role of women (not of men)

,

it was in-

evitable that girls, rather than boys and girls, would be

identified as the logical recipients of home economics
training
Thus, as home economics programs developed in the

4

comprehensive high schools (of the 20th
century?), emohasis
was placed on the preparation of
young women, not young men,
for homemaking and family living.

According to

national
study of home economics in secondary
schools conducted in
1959 by the Office of Education, 95% of
all public secondary
schools were offering home economics courses.
In these
schools, 49% of the girls and 1% of the boys
were enrolled
a

in such classes
In the same national study,

it was found that in most

home economics programs time was spent in the following
areas
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Childcare and Development;
Clothing and Textiles;
Consumer Education;
Family Relations;
Food and Nutrition;
Home Management;
Home Furnishings and Equipment; and
Health, First Aid and Care of the Sick.

It was also found that 50% to 75% of the home economics class

time in grades seven through eleven was spent on the food
and clothing areas.

In grade twelve, there was a tendency

to more evenly distribute class time among the eight

instructional areas.

At all grade levels, preparation

was emphasized in the foods area and construction was

emphasized in the clothing area (American Home Economics
Association, 1967)

Not only was preparation of young men for homemaking
and family living not promoted, but the use of home economics
skills for gainful employment was not included in the

5

curriculum of the comprehensive high school.

Due to the

historical development of vocational education,
vocational
education programs, such as those in occupational
home
economics, which were geared towards gainful
employment
were generally confined to separate trade schools.

6

Efforts Towards Changing the Traditional Home
Economics

Program at Boston English High School
Th e setting for change

.

In the fall of 1974, home economics

became a part of the curriculum at English High School, the

oldest public school in the United States.

The school,

located in Boston, Massachusetts, was established in 1821.

During the 1970

's

English High School underwent enormous

change which critically affected the philosophy and

programs of the school and provided an environment for

school-wide renewal.

From its establishment in 1821 to the early 1960

's,

English High School had served predominantly white male
students in grades ten through twelve from communities

throughout the city of Boston.
until 1972.

Girls were not admitted

Courses of study at the school prepared boys

for immediate entry into the world of business or for further

education at the collegiate level.

Students prided themselves

on attending a school that was second in academic reputation

only to its traditional rival and neighbor, Boston Latin
School
In 1962, English High School was designated as the

first four year high school in Boston and, because of

school desegregation laws, as the recipient of students from
feeder middle schools that were predominantly black.

result of this school committee action, the racial

As a

7

composition of English High School shifted
from over 85%
White to over 85% black by 1968.
During the late 1960

's

and early 1970 's, the school

was affected by the civil rights movement
and student
activism.

There were student boycotts and violence.

Students demanded curricula reform and relevance.

In 1972,

order was temporarily restored when the students,
faculty
and parents were reunited by a political struggle over
the

new building that was being constructed.

An attempt was made

to designate the new building as the future home of Girls'

Latin School.

English High School eventually won the right

to occupy the facility.

Further changes occured during the 1974 to 1975
school year.

It was the first year of implementing the

federal court order to desegregate the Boston Public
Schools.

Under Phase

I

of the desegregation plan, English

High School was designated as the district high school for
students residing in predominantly black Roxbury and pre-

dominantly white West Roxbury.

As a result of this action,

95% of the 2,000 students assigned to English High School

were new to the school.

It was the first year that all

ten floors of the new school were fully occupied.

Since

the facility made it possible to increase the student

population, the faculty had to be increased.

increased from 60 to 120 teachers.

The staff

Also as part of the

8

desegregation order, the faculty composition changed
from
a disproportionate number of white staff
members to a
racially and ethnically balanced staff.
was appointed that year.

A new headmaster

Finally, two events occurred

which dramatically changed the programs offered bv English
High School.

The comprehensive special education law

(Chapter 766) which provided programs for students with

special needs in a regular high school setting was imple-

mented and a home economics department was added.
Under Phase II of the federal court desegregation

plan which began in the fall of 1975, English High School

regained its status as a city-wide school.

It became

a part of the newly created Magnet School District and

was designated as the magnet school for the visual and

performing arts.

The faculty and administration strongly

opposed the arts magnet because they felt it was too
restrictive, threatened the school's status as a comprehensive high school and would not promote the best utilization
of the new facility.

An alternative magnet was proposed,

developed and accepted.

The theme was called the Method of

Developing Effective Learning (MODEL)

.

It represented the

faculty's and administration's commitment to providing

a

variety of educational options to meet the needs and interests
Through the adoption and subsequent

of individual students.

official approval of the MODEL magnet theme, a mechanism to
continue the early 1970

's

curricular reform efforts was

9

created.
In the fall of 1974 the home
economics curriculum

consisted of three general course offerings
that had been
established according to information and
recommendations
given the acting headmaster during the
previous school
year.

These courses were Foods, Clothing and
Childcare.

Skill levels for each course were not
designated.

Approximately 7% of the school's 2,400 assigned
students
were enrolled in these fall course offerings.
Almost
95% of the students enrolled in home economics
courses

were female.

According to the data from the 1959 national

study of home economics secondary school curricula,
the

course offerings and enrollment pattern were typical of most
home economics programs.

During the fall of 1974 home economics classes at
English High School were taught in art classrooms because
the home economics suites were not completed.

The delay

in completion of the suites was due to the Girls' Latin vs.

English High School controversy.

When the new facility was

first planned as the site for English High School, home

economics suites were included in the plans.

However, when

it seemed that Girls' Latin School would be granted

occupancy, the planned home economics suites were eliminated.

Work resumed on the suites in the fall of 1974.
By the time the home economics suites were completed
in January of 1975, the original course offerings had been

10

divided into skill levels, and the department
staff had
increased.
During the spring of 1975, department members
^ociusing on student needs and programmatic
goals.

This action resulted from individual department
members'

concerns and schoolwide efforts to reform the curriculum
to be more relevant to the students' expressed needs.

Initial efforts to reform the curriculum had begun in
the early 1970's after students had demanded curricula

reform and relevance through boycotts and violence.
English High School, like most high schools, had educational
goals which included the development of each student's:

capacity to control his or her destiny, sense of self worth,
and ability to adapt to changing conditions.

Again like

most high schools, however, English High did not provide
students with opportunities to acquire life coping skills
such as: assessment of personal life situations; develop-

ment of strategies and options to remove, circumvent or
accept blocks of life plans; and attainment of saleable
skills to maintain or change a lifestyle.

Students needed

skills that could help them plan and attain their goals,
and opportunities to acquire these skills.

The importance of providing students with opportunities
to acquire needed life skills was pointed out by Mario

Fantini and Gerald Weinstein in Making Urban Schools Work
They stated that urban schools were not dealing with the

relation of social realities to human issues.

The human

.

11

issues Fantini and Weinstein referred
to were

Identity - behavior that provides a
person with a sense of self-worth.
^

Connectedness — behavior that provides
a person with a sense of affiliation.
P?^er - behavior that provides a person
with a sense of control over self and
environment.

Because schools tend to be removed from the "real"
world, most
urban youth viewed school as having little relevance
to their

need for skills and experience that could help them maintain
or change where and how they lived outside the school environ-

ment.

Fantini and Weinstein further stated that schools

could not deal with human issues until it was realized that
these issues were as important to "equal education" as the

improvement of basic skills and standard academic achievement
(1968, p.

10).

As the home economics department at English

High School became aware of issues that related to their
students' real world, they developed a relevant home economics

curriculum.
The changing of the traditional home economics curriculum.

Home economics department members at English High School

were concerned about meeting the needs of students who were
or were about to become parents and of those who were

going through school without acquiring saleable and life

coping skills.

It was difficult to determine what,

if any,

parts of the school curricula provided students with the

opportunity to learn to make decisions about parenthood.

12

career choices, and other life
situations.

Approximately twenty to twenty-five female
students
were visibly pregnant during that
school year. There was
no way to determine how many male
and female students were
parents or about to become parents. A
traditional
course

on child care and development was offered
but the constraints
of the official curriculum guide and
related school committee

rulings did not provide students with incentives
or oppor-

tunities to select these courses.

The issues of planning

parenthood, securing adequate pre-natal care, dealing
with
the stresses of parenthood and developing life goals
as a

young parent were either not included in the curriculum
or not permissible because of school committee rulings.

Nearly 40% of the students who graduated from the school
lacked saleable skills.

Some of these students had pursued

a college preparatory program but did not continue their

education after high school graduation.

The majority of

these students had neither pursued a college preparatory

program, a business program or an off-site vocational program.

Career options were generally mentioned in most

courses but training for employment was usually not included.
This type of training was confined to off-site vocational

programs at district high schools, Boston Trade and the
Pilot Occupational Resource Center.

Students gave various

reasons for not enrolling in these off-site programs, ranging
from lack of faith in the training to fear for personal

13

safety in or around the various
sites.

There was thus a

definite need for programs that would
begin to address
students' needs for saleable and
life coping
skills.

Since the home economics curriculum
in comprehensive
high schools generally emphasized
skills girls should
acquire for use within the home, it was
difficult to use
this curriculum to meet the needs of
both male and female
students to acquire life coping skills. The
provisions
of the MODEL theme, however, provided
the home economics

department at English High School with a mechanism
for
beginning to do something about these student
needs.

The

department began to build a curriculum around the
following
goal:

To provide experiences (for young men and
women) that will aid in understanding self
and others, coping with the changing
realities of life and providing skills to
enhance employability and enrich personal
interests.
(Home Economics Deoartment
Paper,
"
1975
)

This goal provided a framework for developing home economics
as an alternative educational program that could address

students' needs for life coping and saleable skills.

utilizing competencies within the areas of:
Child Care and Development;
Clothing and Textiles;
Consumer Education;
Family Relations;
Foods and Nutrition;
Home Management;
Home Furnishings and Equipment; and
Health, First Aid and Care of the Sick,

By

14

It was felt it would be possible to
redesign programs and

courses to meet the students' pre-stated needs.
One step the home economics department took was
in the

area of program development.

Traditional home economics

course offerings were expanded to include Single Living
and Parenting courses.

The following descriptions, found

in the 1975 MODEL catalogue, indicate the student needs
^‘^‘^^sssed by the

Parenting;

Parenting and Single Living courses;

Identifying the skills and
problems in parenting; learning
these skills and exploring problem
solutions; investigating related
community agencies; working with
infants and toddlers.

Single Living; Explaining the outstanding
problems of young adult living
such as; value clarification,
decision-making, securing employment, public assistance,
securing housing, moneymanagement, relationships,
personal identity.
A food service and restaurant management program was also
developed.

This was designed to increase students' opportuni-

ties to acquire saleable skills.

The other step the home economics department took was
in the area of curriculum emphasis.

Unlike traditional

comprehensive high school home economics programs which

emphasized the preparation of young women for home and
family living, the English High School home economics

curriculum was revised to stress the preparation of young
men as well as women for a variety of roles in single or

15

family living.

Also, emphasis was placed on the
provision

of job skill training in home
economics areas for both young
men and women.
In each course efforts were made
to:

present men and women in

a

variety of roles;

secure and develop non-sexist classroom
materials; and

opportunities for young women and
men to prepare for traditional and nontraditional occupations.
These actions were not only the result of departmental
concerns about students' needs and compliance with recent
^^"^^“•^iscrimination legislation, but of direct departmental

response to needs voiced by students, faculty and parents

through informal discussions and formal surveys conducted
by faculty members.

Faculty and administration supported and approved of

many of the actions taken by the home economics department.
The content of the Single Living course was highly praised.

There were a few staff members, however, who expressed
doubt about the home economics teachers' ability to teach
all of the subject matter of this course.

There was more opposition to the Parenting course.
Some teachers felt that the home economics department was

developing a magnet theme that would attract pregnant girls
to the school.

They also felt that this attraction would

reduce the school's prestige.

Other teachers, including

one home economics teacher, felt that visibly pregnant

students did not belong in school.

Personnel in the

16

central administration offices
of the school department
opposed the offering of the course
and the course title
because the course content and title
went beyond approved
curriculum guidelines
As a result of this opposition an
alternative curricular
strategy was developed by a home
economics teacher, a female
art teacher and the author.
Through discussions with staff
members of Boston Lying-In Hospital for
Women, C.O.P.E. and
Infants and Other People Incorporated, and
with support

from the headmaster, a program that extended
beyond
the confines of the school was developed.

Home economics

teachers and school nurses identified and encouraged
male
and female expectant student parents or those who
were

already parents to enroll in the program.

All subject

matter except actual birth control information, pregnancy

counseling and stress counseling was conducted by the
childhood education teacher with in— school support

presentations by co-founding agencies.

Boston Lying-In

Hospital for Women provided pre-natal care, birth control

information and pregnancy counseling in their adolescent
clinic.

The representative from C.O.P.E. conducted after-

school off-site stress counseling for interested students.

For those students who needed day-care for their children

while they attended school. Infants and Other People

Incorporated accepted a limited number of infant and

d7
toddler placements.

The group was also able to interest

the March of Dimes organization in the
program and secured
a generous grant from the March
of Dimes to fund the
program.
Although day-care experience had been tried
in

other schools, this was the first case in which
the experience
was part of the parenting program.
It was not until the program received national
attention
as one of the first of its kind in the United
States that

some central office personnel expressed interest in the

program.

They wanted to control the emotional and physical

health components of the program.

Other central office

and English High School staff remained opposed to the

Their opposition did not force the home economics

department to terminate the program.
In the area of early childhood education, changes were

also made at this time in the approach to teaching child

growth and development.

Instead of using class time for

reading, discussion and audio-visual programs (with limited
time actually spent with children)

,

the child care course

was redesigned to place emphasis on working with children
as a way for both male and female students to learn about

child care and development.

Through this approach,

expectant parents became familiar with children, and
students received job skill training as well as information

18

about child growth and
development.

Students received this

training in the classroom and
at off-site day-care centers,
since suitable space could not
be found in English High
School.
Each site had unique features,
thus providing
students with a wider variety of
experiences than would have
been possible in an in-school
center.
Sites were chosen
that would present an ethnically
and culturally diverse
group of children and minimize
commuting time between the
school and the day-care center.
Twenty placements were
arranged by the instructor.

There were also revisions made to the
food and
nutrition segment of the curriculum. After
students had
completed basic food preparation and nutrition
courses and
an ethnic foods class, they had exhausted
the course

offerings in this area.

None of the courses provided

students with training for jobs in commerical food
establishments.
Through discussions between home economics department

members and the headmaster it was decided to write a
proposal
for developing a food service program that would
utilize the

staff and facilities of English High School and of John

Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company, the business partner
of the school.

With the assistance of staff from the State

^sp^^t^cnt of Education, John Hancock and the Directors of
Home Economics for the Boston and Brookline Public Schools,
the author and another home economics teacher developed a

three-year foods service and restaurant management program.
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The program consisted of three
courses.

Since the

food preparation facilities at English
High School were
limited, the introductory course was
taught at the school
by a home economics instructor.
After students completed
the introductory course, they were
trained by John Hancock
Insurance Company food service staff in
their superior
facilities. All students spent time in the
various areas
such as the bakery, the meat shop, etc.
While students

were at this site, the school instructor made
regular
visits to the site to document student progress.

The

operation of the English High School restaurant was the
focus of the second course.

Finally, students returned to

John Hancock Insurance Company for additional restaurant

management training.

After high school graduation, many

students were hired as full-time employees at John Hancock
they continued their training at post— secondary institutions

.

In the clothing and textiles area, traditional courses

were revised to emphasize not only sewing for personal or
home use but also sewing for commercial use.

Students

operated a daily custom sewing and repair shop and each
year produced an original fashion show.

These experiences

provided students with an opportunity to use their skills
for gainful employment and to acquire some small business

management skills.

2a

The food service and restaurant management
program and
the clothing and textile program were
well received
by English High staff.
Both programs provided useful
services to school personnel. Students operated
an in-school
restaurant, a catering service and a custom clothing
construction and repair service.
Since some of the courses involved

double and triple daily periods and reduced students'
ability
to select other elective courses, there was some
faculty

opposition to both programs.

Competition was very sharp

among departments that offered non-mandatory courses and were

considered non-academic because the number of staff hired
for these departments depended upon student enrollment in

their classes.
In the fall of 1975, one year after home economics was

made part of the curriculum at English High School, approxi-

mately 7% of the students were enrolled in home economics
courses and of these, 85% were female.

In the spring of

1978, after the institution redesigned the curriculum as

described above, enrollment in home economics courses still
involved approximately 7% of the student body and was 82%
female

Examination of enrollment figures for nontraditional
(Parenting, Single Living, and Food Services and Restaurant

Management) courses revealed that after the institution of
these courses in the fall of 1974, approximately 33% of the

students in the 1976-77 school year who elected home economics

courses had chosen nontraditional ones, while 42% of the
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students who elected home economics courses in the 1977-78
school year had chosen nontraditional ones.

Superficially,

the 11% increase seemed significant but it actually

represented an increase in overall enrollment from 100
to 104 students.

1976-77 and 73

The female enrollment was 75 (75%) in

(70%)

in 1977-78.

Closer inspection of

the enrollment figures revealed that the Parenting and

Single Living courses were comprised of 93% females in
the 1976-77 school year and 88% females in the 1977-78

school year, while Food Service and Restaurant Management

courses were comprised of 54% females in 1976-77 and 52%
females in 1977-78.

Female enrollment in traditional

home economics courses was approximately 87% in 1976-77
and 90% in 1977-78.

From discussions with home economics department members,
administrators and program schedulers, the following reasons
for low enrollment in general and low male enrollment in

particular were proposed:

1)

insufficient time in students'

schedules to enroll in non-mandatory classes;
not offered during convenient time slots;

3)

information and publicity concerning courses;
student interest in courses;

5)

2)

courses

a lack of
4)

insufficient

low priority placed on

courses by students, faculty and parents; and

6)

negative

student/ faculty and parental connotations of home economics.

Some of the tactics used to deal with these issues included:
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-

offering courses on a single and double
period basis to accommodate lack of time
in student schedules;

-

offering courses in the morning and
afternoon periods to address the issue
of convenience; and

“

holding open-houses and home economics
days; putting up signs and promoting course
of fellings; and speaking to student groups,
counselors and program schedulers to increase the program awareness of the
English High School population.

However, these efforts resulted in little or no change
in enrollment.

Issues relating to the priorities and

attitudes of students, faculty, administrators and parents
had not been exposed.

In changing the home economics

curriculum at English High School the department had attempted
to address the logistical aspects of implementing change at

the school but had not dealt with the nonmechanical change

components such as values and beliefs towards home economics
held by students, faculty and parents.

Goodlad stated

that determining perceptions of the participants should be
a continuous process in setting educational goals
19 76)

.

(Goodlad,

Because perceptions and values are components of

the change process and can affect the success of attempts
to change institutional programs, it is important to ascertain

the perceptions and values of participants in the process.

An attempt to change the home economics curriculum was made
by the home economics department at English High School.

The participants in the change process were:
a.

students

-

users of the product;
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b.

faculty

-

St

teachers who do informal
guidance,

staff

guidance counselors who do
formal guidance, and
-

data processing persons
who determine program
scheduling feasibility;

c.

administrators - who approve course
offerings, content, and
point value; and

d.

parents

-

who guide and influence their
daughter s/son s perceptions,
values and attitudes.
'

'

Another authority on institutional change discussed
an
important factor in effecting change. Sarason stated in
The Culture of the School and the Problem of Change that:
The chances of achieving intended outcomes
become near zero when the sources of
opposition are not faced, if only because
it is tantamount to denial or avoidance of the
reality of existing social forces and relationships in the particular setting.
(1971, p. 59)
The fact that student enrollment in home economics courses
and programs was low indicated that there was opposition
to the home economics curriculum changes.

It is possible

that students, faculty and parents were reacting to the re-

designed home economics courses on the basis of the

generally accepted and traditional belief that home economics
prepares young women for homemaking and family living.
However, the home economics department members at English

High School felt that:
1.

Home economics prepares young men as
well as young women for homemaking and
family or single living.
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2.

Home economics prepares younq men
as well as younq women for
gainful
employment in occupations related
to the field of home economics

This view led to the steps taken by
the home economics

department in course and program development
and in curriculum emphasis. Even though department
members' beliefs
embraced feminist ideology (which included the
rejection

of

child care and homemaking as gender jobs and
the support of
economic freedom for women)
it was not the product
of a

,

feminist consciousness aiming to implement feminist
remedies
the oppression of women that led them to revise the

curriculum.

Rather, these steps were the result of a desire

to help both the male and female students they saw daily
to acquire living skills they felt students needed to know

but were not given sufficient opportunity to acquire.
If students,

faculty and parents did not consider the

home economics programs valuable or viable options for all
students to acquire daily living skills and accepted instead
the traditional view of home economics, enrollment in home

economics courses and programs would have been low and would
have included a disproportionate number of females.
trends seemed to indicate that this was the case.

Enrollment
Partici-

pation in traditional home economics courses such as Food

Preparation and Nutrition, Clothing and Textiles, and
Child Care and Development had increased more than enrollment in nontraditional courses.

Most courses were selected
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predominantly by females.

The only courses that were

•

approximately 50% male and 50% female
were in the Food
Services and Restaurant Management
program.

All the

traditionally offered courses that were
clearly designed
to prepare young women for roles
as housewives and mothers
increased in enrollment and were taken
basically by females.
It was evident that a mechanism that
was sensitive to

sex-based prejudices concerning the roles of
males and
females, the maintenance of the home, and
the well-being
of its occupants was needed in order to
examine the attitudes
of students, faculty and parents towards
home economics.

Verification of the existence of sexist attitudes among
the
involved in the attempted change process would

assist home economics department members in identifying
sources of opposition to the curriculum and in assessing the

degree of opposition to various curriculum content areas and
emphases.

It was hoped that from this information a better

understanding of the limited progress towards institutional
change would be gained and that some indication of the

strategies necessary to facilitate successful implementation

would evolve.

CHAPTER

II

FEMINIST VIEWPOINT
The goal of the English High School home
economics

department was to provide experiences that prepared
young
men as well as young women for coping with
adult living.
To achieve this goal, department members
changed the

emphasis of the traditional home economics curriculum
and

designed new programs that gave both male and female
students opportunities to acquire life coping skills.
However, the success of these courses and programs, as

measured by student enrollment, was limited.

Very few

students in general and male students in particular enrolled
in the new courses and programs.

Examination of enrollment

trends seemed to indicate that the views of the students,

faculty and parents towards home economics and the social
and economic roles of men and women were inhibiting students

from freely availing themselves of home economics courses
and programs, even those that provided opportunities to

acquire needed life-coping skills.
It was thought that the best way to ascertain the exist-

ence of sexist attitudes towards home economics among students,

faculty and parents would be through

sensitive to sex-based prejudices.

a

mechanism that was

Since feminists have

dealt with the stereotyping of sexes, it seemed appropriate
to develop a feminist viewpoint for examining attitudes
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towards home economics.

By using the feminist perspective

it would not only be possible to
ascertain the existence of

sexist attitudes towards home economics among
students,
faculty and parents, but also to assess
which areas of the
home economics curriculum were most strongly
opposed as
a result of these attitudes.

The development of a feminist viewpoint involved
an

investigation of feminist ideologies.

Webster defines a feminist as an:
advocate or supporter
the theory that women
economical and social
men; and the movement
for women.

of feminism, which is
should have political,
rights equal to those of
to win such rights

However, this definition only points to some of the desired

outcomes supported by women in the movement.

Another

definition of a feminist is someone who supports efforts
to make women visible, and has a consciousness of women's

life-styles, activities and interests (Oakley, 1974).

Many early feminists felt that the professionalization
of housewives

(i.e., professional training in domestic skills)

furthered the notion of the home as the place for women and
made efforts to change their status more difficult.

Pro-

ponents of home economics, on the other hand, saw the field
providing; opportunities for women to become professionals;

educational courses specifically for women (such as engineering
and agriculture were for men)

;

and a reduction in the amount of

time and energy required for household duties that would

allow women to pursue other endeavors.

During this period

(1890's-1920's) the basic difference of opinion
about home
economics centered on the implication that
the home was
the woman's domain, "the very home that
traditional

feminists had always regarded as little more
than a jail"
(Freeman, 1975, p. 19).

The feminist struggle to en-

franchise women was successful but the challenge
to women's

assigned social roles lost momentum.
The emergence of the civil rights movement in the I960'

made women again review their plight (as had the antislavery movement years earlier).

Many summarized women's

social position as that of the new "nigger"

The attacks

.

on social problems through political action enabled women
to become sensitized to the use of politics as a tool to

better their societal position.

Several major women's

organizations with various purposes developed.

Feminist

ideologies and prescriptions for change affected sexist
views towards home economics, as will be discussed in the

following pages through a presentation of the feminist
view.

Conservative Feminism

Although the National Organization for Women is not
the only conservative feminist organization, it seems to

exemplify this particular segment of the movement.

development has also been well documented.

Its

For these

sons it is used to discuss
the conservative feminist
stand

When NOW was formed during
the mid-sixties, it
became the first feminist group
in the twentieth century
to attack sexism in all
aspects of life.
It filled the
need for a strongly political
women's rights lobby and
provided a vehicle for presenting
new feminist
ideas

(Hole and Levine, 1975).
is)

The goal of NOW was (and still

:

...to take action to bring women into
full
participation in the mainstream of American
society now, exercising all the privileges
and responsibilities thereof in truly
equal
partnership with men.
(Hole and Levine, 1975,

p.

85)

'

NOW seeks social, political, psychological
and economic
equal partnership with men within the confines
of American
society as it now exists. However, some of their
demands

would require change in current sex roles within the
family.

For example, demands concerning the equal sharing

of child care, domestic chores and economic support of
the

family necessitate some changes in societal pressures to

assign the fulfillment of these tasks on a sexual basis
(Yates,

1975)

NOW also rejects any general assumptions made by
society which prohibit women from full equality.

These

rejections are included in the statement of purpose as
follows
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We reject:
the notion that women must choose
between marriage/motherhood and career development;
-

the false image portrayed of women in
all
of mass media and/or perpetuated through forms
institutional policies and practices; and

-

the premise that these problems are the
responsof individual women rather than society
as a whole (Hole and Levine, 1975,
p. 85).

The efforts of NOW are concentrated on realizing
the

mandates of the 1968 NOW Bill of Rights, which are:
I

II

III

IV

V
VI

VII

VIII

Equal Rights Constitutional Amendment;

Enforce Law Banning Sex Discrimination in
Employment;

Maternity Leave Rights in Employment and
Social Security Benefits;
Tax Deduction for Home and Child Care Expenses
for Working Parents;

Child Care Centers;
Equal and Unsegregated Education;
Equal Job Training Opportunities and Allowances
for Women in Poverty; and
The Right of Women to Control Their Reproductive
Lives (Hole and Levine, 1975, p. 88).

Socialist Feminism
Social Feminism is not simply designed to bring
women out of their isolation into the existing
socialist movement.
It is a political perspective
and a vision of a new socialist society ... Social
Feminism connects the frustrations we experience
in our personal lives with the exploitation we
experience in our work.
(Easton, 1974, p. 73)

Socialist feminists do not support the socialist view that
"women will be liberated, in passing, by the socialist
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revolution, so there is no special need for
them to

organize as women fighting for their own demands"
(Fourth International,

1979)

.

What they believe is needed

is a simultaneous mass feminist movement
and Marxist

revolution.

Such a combination would, they propose,

combine all facets of the class society to abolish capitalism (Fourth International, 1979)

.

Socialist feminists state that the oppression of

women is rooted in the capitalistic system.

The origin of

the oppression of women is mingled with the transition from
the subsistence or primitive society to class society.

In

primitive society there was a sexual division of labor but

women and men had equal prestige.

As the means of production

increased, particularly in areas of men's responsibilities, it

was possible to produce more goods than was needed and

accumulate wealth.

Individual men (who are responsible for

the production of goods) claimed this wealth as their private

property, resulting in the establishment of a class society

dominated by men.

Women were forced out of social production

and social power and into the private labor of the nuclear
family.

This unit became the means by which men could

perpetuate their control of private property.

During the

evolution of the class society from slavery to capitalism,
the oppression of women became firmly entrenched and the

nuclear family became the basic mechanism for perpetuating
class exploitation (Williams, n.d.).
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Socialist feminists feel their liberation
must be
accomplished with other oppressed groups
outside

of the

existing system.

They state:

We recognize that our liberation and
that
oppressed groups cannot be achieved
within the existing system. Therefore, our
struggle against sexism necessarily involves
us in the struggle against capitalism,
racism,
imperialism, and all other forms of oppression
and must be waged simultaneously with these
struggles if we are to achieve our vision of
socialism.
(Easton, 1974, p. 76)
Thus, socialist feminists believe that to achieve
liberation,

women must struggle to eliminate those mechanisms that
sustain capitalism.

In Women's Liberation and the Socialist

Revolution the following six point system of demands is
put forth:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Full legal, political and social equality for
women
The right of women to control their own reproductive functions;
An end to the hypocrisy, debasement and coercion of bourgeois and feudal family laws;
Full economic independence for women;
Equal educational opportunities; and
Reorganization of society to eliminate slavery
of women.
(Fourth International, 1979)

These demands require change in: the distribution of wealth
and control of the resources that produce wealth; the

social and economic functions of the family as executed

under capitalism; and the institutions which enforce the

relationship between the patriarchal family and the subjugation of women.
In this view, women can only achieve liberation

through a socialist revolution.

Therefore, socialist

3

3.

feminist strategy includes not only the fight
to improve
women's lives but also the mobilization of
women as part
of the class struggle.
They are working with all factions
of the women's movement to: unite women,
build women's

self-confidence, teach them to rely on their own power,
and educate them as to the root of their oppression

and

the means of their emancipation.

The socialist feminists
to those of NOW.

'

demands are very similar

The differences between their views are

found in their plans for the family unit and reorganization
of society.

NOW proponents propose male and female equality

the present family unit and social organization;

social feminists, however, propose abolition of the
P^t^isi^chal family and a total restructuring of society.

Radical Feminism

Radical feminism is defined by The Feminists, a group

which broke off from NOW, as the annihilation of sex roles.
This definition is generally accepted in the movement (Hole

and Levine, 19 75)

.

Since it is a newer ideology than

socialist feminism, it is less fully developed and there is
less agreement among its adherents.

However, radical

feminists do agree that the oppression of women is the basic
initial case of domination of one group over another
(Deckard,

1975)

.

It is the model used for all other

exploitative systems and "the tapeworm that must be exter-

minated first by any true revolution" (Gornick and Moran,

1971, p.

684)

.

The following statement by Shulamith
Firestone in
The Dialectic of Sex explains the
biological origin of the
oppression of women:
...the natural reproductive differences between
the sexes led directly to the first division
of
labor as the origins of class, as well as furnishing
the paradigm of caste (discrimination based
on
biological characteristics).
(Firestone, 1971, p. 9

)

Even though there is current technology which can
change
this imbalance, man has little reason to want to
give up

his power.

In fact, man can use new technologies to rein-

force his exploitation of women and children.

In Politics

of the Ego: A Manifesto for New York Radical Feminists,

radical feminists state that men have organized themselves
to have power over women and that they have developed

institutions throughout society to maintain this power
(reprinted in Hole and Levine, 1975, p. 440).
To counteract women's predicament. Firestone advocates

the revolt of women to eliminate sexual classes and seize

control of reproduction.

This would include "not only the

full restoration to women of ownership of their bodies

but also their (temporary) seizure of control of human

fertility

-

the new population biology as well as all the

social institutions of childbearing and childrearing"
(Firestone, 1971, p. 11).

Radical feminists believe that the goal of the present
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feminist revolution must go beyond
that of the first
movement and eliminate sex distinction
as well as male
privilege.
Firestone puts forth the following
demands:
1.

The freeing of women from the tyranny
of
their reproductive biology by every
means
available and the diffusion of the childbearing and childrearing role to society
as a whole, men as well as women...;

2.

The full self-determination, including
economic independence, of both women and
children.
.

.

3.

The total integration of women and children
into all aspects of the larger society...; and

4.

The freedom of all women and children to do
whatever they wish to do sexually.
(1971
pp.

206-209)

Her explanation of the biological basis for the
oppression
of women is not supported by all radical feminists.

However,

there is agreement that historically, societies have been

P^f^isrchal and that male domination in these societies
has been institutionalized through various social structures

such as the family and religion

(Deckard, 1975)

.

By

questioning "the basic relations between the sexes and
between parents and children" radical feminism is going
to the roots of "the psychological pattern of dominance-

submission"

(Gornick and Moran, 1971, p. 686)

Radical

and socialist feminist demands thus seem to differ signifi-

cantly only in the emphasis placed on the freedom of children,

while their views on reorganizing society differ greatly.
Sexism

Whatever theory on the origin of women's oppression is
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supported, and whatever counteractive
strategies are
utilized, all segments of the feminist
movement focus on
a revolution that will end
sexism in all forms. Sexism
IS manifested in social
institutions and within human
consciousness.
it permeates all layers of society
and
goes so deeply into the human consciousness
that "no matter
how many levels of consciousness one
reaches, the problem
always goes deeper" (Firestone, 1971,
p. 2).
Freedom can
only be achieved by destroying all mechanisms
that support
male dominance and female submission. Freedom,
to feminists,
means the end of sexism and sex-role stereotyping.
Jo Freeman aptly defines sexism.

She states that

sexism is the oppression experienced by women.

It is rooted

in two core concepts embodied in the traditional belief
of

the nature of the difference between the sexes.

The first

core concept is that women are less important than men, and
the second is that women only exist to please and assist
men.

These concepts form the basis for the differentiation

that takes place in the socialization process (1975, p. 456).

Because sexism has already permeated the consciousness
of parents, the sexual basis for role differentiation in
the socialization process begins before a child is born.
As a result of their consciousness, parents act differently
(i.e.,

handling expectation, toy selection, etc.) towards an

infant depending upon the sex of the child (Hole and Levine,
1975)

.

In addition to the influence of the different
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ways in which they relate to the child,
the child is also
affected by his or her observation of the
relationship
between his or her parents and the division of
labor

within their home.

Even if parents attempt to raise

children without sex stereotyping, once the children
leave the confines of the home they are confronted
with
it in public situations

(Yates,

1975).

As children enter school, the socialization process

continues.

In general, the educational system reinforces

sex- role stereotypes.

A girl begins to experience pressures

to conform to traditional female roles and boys experience

pressures to conform to male roles (Jo Freeman, 1975)
In Rebirth of Feminism Hole and Levine state:

According to many feminists, it is in high
school that boys and girls are irrevocably
tracked into traditional life roles. Boys are
encouraged to think about careers and their life's
work; girls, about marriage and children. Boys
are encouraged to take math and science; girls,
home economics.
(1975, p. 331)
It seems that boys are given training in mastery and control

and girls are given training in appearance and maintenance.

The writers of the 1969 Politics of the Ego: A Manifesto
for New York Radical Feminist state:
By the time she is of marrying age she has been
prepared on two levels. One, she will realize
that alternatives to the traditional female role
are prohibitive; and two, she will have accepted
on some levels the assumption about her female
role.

(Hole and Levine,

1975, p.

443)
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In general,

there are three broad segments
in the
present feminist movement which
are made up of numerous
sub-groups and overlap in some
areas of ideology. Their
areas of agreement are:

-

Women have lower status than
men;
omen are socially, economically
and politically discriminated against;
Women's position is unjustified;
and
Change is mandated.

The targets of the movement are
basically all employers,
unions and educational institutions
that distribute occupational and educational opportunities
in a manner that in any
way fosters the inequality of women.
Significant issues
are: child care; abortion; abolition
of sex-stereotyping;

equal employment and pay; and traditional
roles in marriage
and family relations.
There are differences concerning the origins
of the
imbalance of status, persistence of this inferior
status

and prescriptions to end sexism (Deckard,
1975).
all feminists,

However,

in their change prescriptions for society,

recommend actions that would:

(1)

eliminate the barriers

which inhibit females from choosing non-traditional female
roles,

and

(2)

make conscious and replace the non-conscious

prejudicial beliefs about male and female roles that

perpetuate acceptance of traditional roles.

Whether they

believe these actions must take place within the current
societal structure or

a

restructured society, all maintain

that the institutional practices that foster sex inequities
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and attitudes towards life roles must
change.
To accomplish these changes, young men and
women

must be prepared for sex-free roles.

The field of home

economics has traditionally tended to support social

assumptions concerning male and female roles.

Even

though traditional, stereotyped viewpoints have been

rejected by some home economists and such viewpoints are
not currently perpetuated in many school programs, the

notions of traditional home economics and women's roles
still persist in many adults' minds, including those of
some school personnel

(National Association of Secondary

School Principals, 1977)

.

From this situation it is possible

to conclude that even if there are some liberated students,

many of the adults who counsel them are probably still

bound by traditional sex-roles and have had their
consciousnesses only minimally raised.

This theory would

be supported by the contentions of many feminists.

According to feminists, the following issues are inhibiting
the enactment of these changes.

These all apply to the

problem of change in the field of home economics:
-

the lack of consciousness in individuals concerning their stereotypical thinking and how
it affects their actions;

-

the notion that the management and environment of the home and the nurturance of the
family are the woman's sole role and responsibility; and

-

the lack of training of females for achieving
independence, i.e., acquisition of saleable and
other types of survival skills.
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This author believes that women
are oppressed and
that the oppression is rooted in
the traditional belief
concerning the differences between the
sexes.
it
is

difficult to ascertain which feminist group,
if any,
has truly discovered the origin of
sex differentiation.
No matter which theory is correct, the
fact remains

that

women are oppressed and that the oppression must
end.

Eliminating the barriers that hinder females and males
in the selection of nontraditional roles and
eradicating

prejudicial beliefs that perpetuate the acceptance of only
^^^^itional social and economic roles are feminist

recommendations that the author supports.

The need to

totally restructure society in order to carry out these

recommendations is questionable but the need to change

institutional practices that foster sex inequities is quite
clear

.

This need certainly applies to the field of home

economics and its emphasis on preparing women for their

traditional role in the home.
The feminists

'

list of issues that hinder the carrying

out of their recommendations in the field of home economics
is valid.

The recognition of this need is shown by legisla-

tion such as the following which has been passed to

guarantee equal access to programs:
Title IX of the 1972 Amendments 92-318 to the
Vocational Act of 1973, which requires equal
access to both sexes in all vocational programs; and
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Chapter 622 of the Acts of 1971 which
discrimination in admissions to public prohibits
schools
and privileges or courses offered in
these schools.
However, legislation only eliminates
one barrier to free
participation by both sexes in home economics
programs and
courses.
Not only must people be guaranteed their
legal
right to participate in programs and courses
of their
choice, they also must be freed from prejudicial
beliefs

that perpetuate the acceptance of only traditional
social
and economic roles.

These beliefs are based on sexist

assumptions that further reinforce female participation

while discouraging male participation in home economics
courses and programs.
“

Some of these assumptions are:

females rather than males will (primarily)
attend to household maintenance, cooking,
clothing care and child rearing;
females' career aspirations are secondary
to primary aspirations of becoming wives

and mothers;

domestic labor done within the home to
support the family is less important than
labor done outside the home to support the
family; and
-

skills required to maintain a home have
little value and limited application
outside the home.

From these assumptions it is possible to formulate.
from a feminist perspective, some sexist societal views of

home economics.

These views are not offered as the only

sexist views that contribute to the barriers inhibiting free

4?

participation in home economics by both sexes,
but rather
as a limited workable framework
for investigating some

of

the attitudes that students, faculty and
parents have
towards home economics.
Some of these beliefs are detailed
below.
B elief that female s should acquire the
knowledge within the

home economi cs curriculum

.

Since society has traditionally

expected women to work in the home and to be knowledgeable
about anything pertaining to the internal maintenance of
the home, females rather than males have been historically

required or advised to enroll in home economics courses.
Only recently have current shifts in societal views of the
roles of males and females brought about mandatory ooen

enrollment for males.
Belief that home economics education is primarily appropriate
for females

.

The home has historically been considered the

domain of women.

For this reason they have been expected

to need and enroll in courses related to maintaining a

household, cooking, caring for clothing and rearing children.

Even though females may have career aspirations, they are
still expected to eventually settle into their "primary"
role of becoming wives and mothers.

Belief that it is more important for females than males to

acquire home economics-related skills

.

Since the belief

and practice is that females rather than males will primarily

attend to the internal maintenance of the home and the well-
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being of its occupants, it is important for them to
acquire
the necessary skills for this responsibility.

Because males

may only periodically make use of these skills, acquisition
of these skills is considered less important for men than

for women.

The acceptance of these beliefs prompts men and women
to select or advise others to select home economics courses

and programs on a sexually biased basis.

The end result of

this process is a predominantly female student enrollment
in such programs and courses.

Although these programs and

courses can provide opportunities for all students to acquire

necessary life coping skills, the beliefs of students and
those who advise them hinder them from availing themselves
of such programs.

The author believed that an investigation

of views held by English High students, faculty and parents

would give the home economics department at English High
School a better understanding of the limited progress they
had made towards instituting a modified home economics
curriculum.

It was also hoped that measurements of student,

parent and faculty attitudes would provide information which
could help the department to improve course awareness and
enrollment.

CHAPTER

III

METHODS AND PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY
In Chapter II a review of the literature on
feminist

ideology indicated that the following general issues
of
sexism may have inhibited change in the English High
School
home economics curriculum:
the lack of consciousness of individuals
concerning their stereotypical thinking and
how it affects their actions;
the notion that management of the home
and the nurturance of family members are
the woman's sole sphere of responsibility; and
the lack of training of females for achievement
of economic independence (i.e., via the acquisition of saleable and other types of survival
skills)

These issues remain because people have been socialized to

accept prejudical beliefs that perpetuate traditional
social and economic roles for men and women.

The beliefs

are based on sexist assumptions that further reinforce female

participation and discourage male participation in home
economics courses and programs.

Given these issues/ an

investigation was conducted to ascertain students', faculty's
and parents' views towards sex equity and the modified home

economics curriculum at English High School.
This chapter describes the methods and procedures used
to ascertain students', faculty's and parents' views

towards a modified home economics curriculum.

In Chapter IV

the results of the study are presented and analyzed to
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substantiate the existence of sexist views towards home
economics among the participants.

Although the new home economics program and courses at

English High School were designed to give male and female
students an opportunity to acquire life coping skills, and

logistical barriers to free participation by both sexes were
removed, very few students in general and male students in

particular enrolled in these courses and programs.

Given

the issues that seemed to be inhibiting change in the home

economics curriculum and the enrollment trend in the home
economics courses and program, a study was designed to:

ascertain the views towards home economics among the English
High School population; determine if attitudinal differences

existed among different population groups; determine if attitudes

were supportive of the inclusion of parenting, survival skills
and food service education in the home economics curriculum;
and analyze these attitudes from a feminist perspective.

The following null hypotheses concerning the views of
students, faculty and parents were formulated:
1.

The respondents' attitudes towards the
modified home economics curriculum would not
be related to their group membership (i.e.,
student, faculty or parent group)

2.

The respondents' attitudes towards the modified
home economics curriculum would not be related
to their gender; and

3.

The respondents' attitudes towards the modified
home economics curriculum would not be related
to their sex equity views.

TO test these hypotheses
a questionnaire was
developed to

collect information about the
students', faculty's and
parents' views towards parenting,
survival skills and food
service education as well as
their views towards sex equity.
The questionnaire was
administered to students, faculty
and
parents of English High School.
Sample
The sample consisted of 251
students, faculty and
parents.
English High School is an urban high school
by 2,129 students.

The student population is approximately

45% male and 55% female.
49% black;

attended

37% white;

Their racial-ethnic backgrounds are:

13% Hispanic; and 18% Oriental.

The student group was comprised of 155
ninth, tenth,
eleventh and twelfth graders. There was
racial and ethnic
representation from each of the major racial and
ethnic groups
similar in proportion and type to the total
enrollment of the
school.

A proportion of males and females similar to
the sexual
the student population was also represented.

A racial and ethnic mixture of 64 males and females
who

either taught in various subject areas or held non-teaching

positions (such as guidance counsellor or school nurse) com-

prised the faculty group.
was somewhat higher than
faculty.

The proportion of females to males
the,

proportion found in the entire

This might have been due to the subject of the survey

which might have appealed more to females than male faculty
members, thus influencing the completion of the guestionnaire
by faculty.
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The parent group was comprised of

4

males and 28

females representing only two of the racial and ethnic

groups (white and black) generally found in the school

parent population.

There was a disproportionate number

of males and females.

This inequity is not typical of

the sexual make-up of the general parent population, but
it is typical of the parents who usually attend open— house
(as

historically viewed by the researcher)

.

It is possible

that the racial imbalance of the parent group was partially
due to the location of the school and the lack of multi-

lingual versions of the instrument.

A summary of the sample description is given below:
Table

ASIAN
OR

I:

Sample Description

BLACK

HISPANIC

WHITE

F

M

F

M

F

M

STUDENT

1

23

31

3

16

36

38

FACULTY

2

1

3

1

1

28

24

PARENTS

0

2

11

0

2

13

PACIF.

M

F

T = 236

MISSING CASES = 15
Variables
The independent variables of the study were group

membership (student, faculty or parent) and sex (male or
female).

There were two dependent variables:
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toward the home economics curriculum and

attitudes towards sexual equality.

Sexual equality was

defined in terms of views on the equality of social roles
and economic status of males and females.

Instrument
Since a review of the literature revealed that there

were instruments that addressed attitudes towards vocational

education in general but none that dealt specifically with
the attitudes towards home economics required by this study,

such an instrument had to be developed.

It was necessary

to design an instrument that could be given directly or

indirectly to large groups of people because it was likely
that it would not be possible to collect all the data

directly at the school.

To meet these requirements,

a self-administered questionnaire consisting of 44

Likert scale items was developed to obtain data.

This

type of instrument was chosen because not only is it one
of the two best known tools of attitude measurement (Lemon,
1973) but also because it can be easily administered directly
to a large group of people and/or indirectly through the

mail.

The method of summative scaling was chosen because

the emphasis was placed on scaling items to represent

differing extremities of attitude and differences between
respondents (Lemon, 1973)
Items were developed from previously designed English

High School surveys and comments made to the researcher in
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conversation with students, faculty
and parents over the
years.
This procedure for item development
has been
suggested by Oppenheim (Oppenheim,
1966).
Statements were
designed to obtain the following
information about the
respondents views
'

-

knowledge of home economics;
notions concerning the appropriateness of
home economics; and

-

notions concerning the acquisition of home
economics skills.

These informational areas were selected because
each area
IS reflective of the three- component view
of attitude, that
is,

the generally accepted theory that attitude consists

of cognitive, affective and conative (behavior or
policy
oriented) components

(Lemon,

1973).

This decision was

made after a preliminary review of the literature on
attitudes and attitude measurement revealed that there

was not any universal agreement on the conceptualization
of attitude.

However, there was a general consensus

as to the characteristics of attitude.

Review of the

literature also indicated that the three-component theory
was generally accepted.

In this theory, the cognitive

component reflects a person's knowledge and beliefs
about an object; the affective component reflects positive
and negative feelings towards an object; and the conative

component reflects a person's intentions to behave in
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certain ways or their actual
behavior towards the object
(Lemon, 1973).
Existence of each component was
to be

inferred through self-reported
responses to the questionnaire
items.
From this it would be possible
to determine attitudes
towards home economics among the
groups of respondents and
the degree to which each group was
supportive
of the in-

clusion of parenting, survival skill
and food service
education in the home economics curriculum.
To assist in ascertaining the existence
of sexist

attitudes, items were developed that were
based on feminist

recommendations concerning the training of males
and females
for sex- free roles and economic independence.

These items

were collectively called the Pro-Equality Scale.

Table

gives a listing of these items.

Table
2.

2.

The Pro-Equalitv Scale

Training in fields that require emotional
stability is equally appropriate for girls
as it is for boys.

9.

1
—

•

Girls especially should learn to take care
of a home.

Males probably make the best teachers of
survival skills.

12.

Boys can more easily be trained to think
objectively than girls.

13.

Boys need training in parenting skills.

15.

Boys need to know how to take of a home.

21.

In general, the sex of the teacher is not
important for teaching high school subjects.

25.

High school courses which stimulate ambition
in students should be designed for male and
female students.

2
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The Pro-Equality Scalf.

frnn^

^

28.

Girls do not need training in
survival skills.

31.

Management training is equally
appropriate to
the high school education of
girls as it is
for boys.

33.

especially should be required to take
training in parenting skills.

38.

Leadership development is not important
in
the high school education of girls.

40.

^^'^^ses which stimulate creative
abilities should be required for boys but
not

^

for girls.

42.

Training that enhances employability will
be
be of equal long term value for girls as
for
boys

44.

More males than females should be trained in
fields that lead to scientific invention.
hhe entire instrument^ items were determined to

be either favorable or unfavorable towards sex
equity.

Efforts were made to insert equal numbers of both types
item.

Respondents were asked to indicate their agreement

on a four-point scale of agreement and disagreement.

For

favorable items "strongly agree" responses were given

a

weight of four, "agree" responses were given a weight of
three,

"disagree" responses were given a weight of two, and

"strongly disagree" responses were given a weight of one.

Undecided or omitted responses were not weighted.

For

unfavorable items the scoring was reversed.
All items were balanced in terms of the number of

negative/positive and male/female oriented statements and
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randomly ordered to reduce any possible biasing effect
on
replies.

Because the instrument was to be used by a pop-

ulation with a wide range of reading abilities,

a

readability

rating was done to insure that the questionnaire could be
easily read and understood by most of the selected population.

Using the Fogg readability formula, an average reading
level of grade level 5.6 was obtained.

Statements were

also edited, according to the following guidelines found in

Techniques of Attitudes Scale Construction by A.

L.

Edwards:

1.

Avoid statements that refer to the past
rather than to the present.

2.

Avoid statements that are factual or capable
of being interpreted as factual.

3.

Avoid statements that may be interpreted in
more than one way.

4.

Avoid statements that are irrelevant to the
psychological object under consideration.

5.

Avoid statements that are likely to be endorsed
by almost everyone or by almost no one.

6.
10.

Select statements that are believed to cover
the entire range of the affective scale of
interest.

7.

Keep the language of the statements simple,
clear, and direct.

8.

Statements should be short, rarely exceeding
twenty words

9.

Each statement should contain only one complete
thought.

Statements containing universals such as all,
always, none, and never often introduce ambiguity and should be avoided.
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11

.

12

.

words such as only, just, merely,
and others
nature should be used with
care
aL
and moderation in writing
statements.

Whenever possible, statements should
be in the
sentences rather than In the
lo^!
oe
rorm of compound or complex
sentences.

13.

Avoid the use of words that may
not
stood by those who are to be given be underthe completed scale.

14.

Avoid the use of double negatives
(1957)

The instrument initially consisted of
background

information items and 67 Likert scale items.

It was

piloted with a group of students, faculty and
parents
from English High School. The purpose of
piloting the
questionnaire was to determine which items were best
able
to differentiate between high and low groups
on the Pro-

Equality Scale (for more detail see discussion of
pilot in
Appendix B)
The subjects that participated in the pilot
.

were not included in the final test.

From the results of

the pilot, the questionnaire was revised and reduced to a
44 item instrument with a Hoyt Value of

A factor analysis was then applied.

.683.

This method

identifies sets of variables, called factors, that correlate

highly among themselves but not with other variables

.

The

factor analysis provided additional information about the

underlying psychological characteristics of the population
that led them to respond in the manner in which they did.

The factor analysis of the respondents' ratings on the
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questionnaire items supported the
e>.istence of seven
factors.
Specifically, factors were found
for

each group

as follows:

Students

Course Appropriateness
Curriculum Philosophy
Pro-Equality/Sex Discrimination in
Education
Students Coping as Adults
Sex Differentiation in Social Roles

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Faculty

2.
3.
4.
5.

Pi^o-Equality/Sex Discrimination in
Education
Course Appropriateness
Emotionality/Sex-Role Differentiation
Curriculum Philosophy
Sex Differentiation in Social Roles

Parents
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pro-Equality/Sex Differentiation in
Education
Curriculum Philosophy
Curriculum Content
Emotionality/Sex-Role Differentiation
Course Appropriateness

The items formed factors relating to the four areas the in-

strument was designed to measure:
-

knowledge of home economics;

-

notions concerning the appropriateness of home
economics

-

notions concerning the acquisition of home
economics skills; and

-

notions concerning the usefulness of home economics.

The validity of the instrument was determined by face

validity, the degree to which the measure appears to an

.
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observer to be measuring the attitude
in question (Lemon,
1973)

The statistical method of chi-square
was used to determine if significant relationships
existed between the respondents' views on the various aspects
of home economics, their
group membership and sex, and their
sexual equality views.
An alpha level of .05 was established as
the cut-off point
for significant levels.

Method of Contact
Students, faculty and parents responded to the
final

questionnaire.

To get optimum cooperation from a sufficient

number of participants, the questionnaire was distributed
on three separate occasions.

Since the random selection

of individual students and the subsequent administering
of

the questionnaire would have been disruptive to school

operations, entire English classes were randomly selected
for participation.

These classes were chosen because

English is a required course for all students.

The random

class selection was reviewed to insure that there would
be a representative balance of students by race, sex and

program which reflected the total school population.
The questionnaire was distributed on the same day to all

classes by classroom teachers who had received the required

instructions.

Students who had participated in the pilot

test were instructed not to complete this questionnaire.
Of the 171 questionnaires that were distributed to eight

classes, 158 completed questionnaires were returned.

Three
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of these questionnaires were
not useable.
In a regularly scheduled
administrative staff and

department head meeting, the researcher
explained the
purpose of the questionnaire, reviewed
the distribution
instructions and solicited the help of
everyone present
in the distribution and collection
of the questionnaires.
These persons distributed the questionnaires
to the staff
members they supervised and the researcher
did an individual

follow-up with as many persons as possible.

The questionnaire

was given to all faculty members because
previous similar
activities indicated that approximately 50% of the
faculty

members would respond.

Therefore, to optimize the number

of returns, each faculty member was given a
questionnaire.
161 questionnaires were distributed but only 64 completed

ones were returned.

The questionnaire was distributed to

faculty during the same week that students received it but
faculty members were allowed five days to complete the

survey because of other demands on their work time.

Teachers who had participated in the pilot test were, as
with students, instructed not to complete the final
questionnaire.

A review of the consent forms indicated

that these teachers had complied with this request.

Because it had been demonstrated that few English
High School parents respond to materials distributed

through the mail or sent home with students, an already
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scheduled open-house was selected as
the most appropriate
mechanism for distributing the questionnaire
to parents.

As they were welcomed to the school,
the researcher and an

assistant gave each parent a questionnaire
and a brief
explanation of its importance. Of the approximately

160

parents attending the open-house, 62 accepted
the questionnaire and 25 returned it.
To increase parental participation, two homeroom teachers, who were known
to have some

success in getting their students to take home and
return

materials, were asked to distribute the questionnaires
to
their students to give to their parents.

Forty questionnaires

were taken home by these students and seven were returned.
Consent forms were reviewed to insure that these parents had
not participated in the pilot test.

Limitations
All participants were part of an urban high school.

The

sample size was limited in terms of male parents and non-

English reading subjects.

Therefore, interpretations of

findings are based on responses of English speaking
respondents, and of the parent group, a predominantly female
sample.

Since the parent group was almost entirely female,

the findings related to this group are biased.
The researcher would have preferred to have greater

control over the testing situation.

However, this was

not feasible or possible due to class scheduling and
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limited parent participation in
school activities.
However, the type of instrument
chosen minimized variations
in response due to the lack
of supervision or controlled
testing conditions. After the
questionnaire was distributed,
collected and scored the results were
reviewed and analyzed
from the feminist perspective
developed in Chapter II.

CHAPTER

IV

ANALYSIS OF THE STUDY
In Chapter II the following sexist views were proposed
as barriers that inhibit free male and female participation

in home economics programs:
-

Belief that females should acquire the
knowledge within the home economics
curriculum;

-

Belief that home economics education is
primarily appropriate for females;

-

Belief that it is more important for females
than males to acquire home economics-related
skills; and

-

Belief that the content of the home economics
curriculum has little value, limited application
outside the home and is utilized basically by
females for gainful employment.

The preceding chapter describes the methods used to

develop and administer a questionnaire concerning the views
of students, faculty and parents towards a modified home

economics program at English High School.
includes:

(1)

This chapter

the presentation of results obtained through

the questionnaire

(designed to ascertain respondents'

attitudes towards a modified home economics curriculum)
and

(2)

a

discussion of these results in relation to the

sexist views around the three hypotheses that were tested in
this study:
1.

The respondents' attitudes towards
the modified home economics curriculum
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will not be related to their group
membership (i.e., student, faculty
or parent group)
2.

The respondents' attitudes towards
the
modified home economics curriculum will
not be related to their gender? and

3.

The respondents' attitudes towards the
modified home economics curriculum
will not be related to their sex
equity views.

Each hypothesis was investigated through
questions

addressed to the respondents';
-

knowledge of home economics;

“

notions concerning the appropriateness of
home economics; and

-

notions concerning the formal education of
home economics skills.

Within each hypothesis a determination was made regarding
the relationship of the respondents' responses to a set of

about a informational area and their group

membership, sex and sex equity views.

By examining the

sets of responses for these relationships, it was possible
to;

(a)

determine whether or not the respondents' attitudes

were related to their group membership, sex or sex equity
views; and

(b)

compare the groups to determine whether or

not these relationships differed within each group.

It

was hoped that this information would help in indicating;
(a)

which groups appeared to view home economics positively;

(b)

whether males and females viewed home economics similarly

and were equally inclined to participate in home economics
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courses and programs; and

(o)

whether respondents who

supported or did not support sex equity
viewed home economics
similarly and were equally inclined to
participate
in home

economics courses and programs.
In general

(89.7%), the findings indicated that

respondents' answers to the survey items did relate
to

their group membership (student, faculty or parent
group
see Table 3).

Only three of the 29 survey items (16,20,6)

to show a relationship to the respondents' group

membership.

These items will be discussed later in this

chapter
An overall review of the findings showed that some
(31.0%)

of the respondents' answers to the item.s also

related to their gender (see Table

3)

.

The fact that males

and females embraced both sexist and nonsexist attitudes
is not surprising.

In instances where there were relation-

ships to the respondents' gender, males and females

differed in their support or lack of support of the items
(5,18,24,30,32).

Support was defined as indicating that:

the subject matter and skills should be included in the

high school curriculum and in the home economics curriculum;
and the subject matter and skills should be taught to all

male and female students.

Depending upon the wording of an

item, either to agree or disagree might have been interpreted
as supportive.

of items

5,

The responses of males were more supportive

27 and 30 while the female responses were more
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supportive of items 18, 24, and 32.

Discussions concerning

these items will also be presented later in the chapter.
TABLE

3

SUMMARY OF CHI-SQUARE VALUES

Subject Item No.

N

Category

Home Ec.

242
241
241
242

G

240
239
239
240

G

243
242
242
243

G

247
246
246
247

G

231
230
230
231

G

243
242
242
243

G

240
239
239
240

G

232
231
231
232

G

17

in

General
22

24

32

Job
Training
and
Employment

4

8

14

16

Students

Faculty

Parents

9.85*
21.04*

17.58*

16.25*

S

SxG
PxG

23.12***

S

SxG
PxG
S

33.33***
11.27**

SxG
PxG

S

9.69*
8.40*
28.41*** 44.26*** 17.24*

16.49*
10.52*

SxG
PxG

8.05*
30.02***

17.27*

S

SxG
PxG

18.44*

35.09***

39.11***

S

SxG
PxG

S

SxG
PxG

15.92**

26.87***
10.89**
8.70*
21.65*

7.50*

17.70*

17.16*

15.86**

S

SxG
PxG

8.02*

6

TABLE

Subject Item No.
20

5

34

43

Survival
Skills

3

(Single
Living)
7

10

18

23

26

3

CONTINUED

N

Category

237
236
236
237

G

248
247
247
248

G

247
246
246
247

G

243
242
242
243

G

249
248
248
249

G

Students

Faculty

13.68**
38 .66***

29 .14*** 18.87*

24.67**

20.97**

23.96**

15.85**

18.84*

20.83*

24.02**

31.07***

Parents

S

SxG
PxG

S

23.57***
14 90***
.

SxG
PxG

8.54*

19.22**

S

SxG
PxG
29.30***

S

SxG
PxG
21.61**

S

SxG
PxG

241
240
240
241

G

247
246
246
247

G

246
245
245
246

G

245
244
244
245

G

244
243
243
244

G

31.34***

S

SxG
PxG

22.85**

32 .48***

S

SxG
PxG

S

25.31**

33.82***
9.68**

SxG
PxG

7

20.51*

.

16 **

20.31***

18.07*

12.85*

S

SxG
PxG

24.37**

26.26**

20.49**

S

SxG
PxG

22.91**
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Subject Item No.
29

35

36

37

39

14

Parent-

1

ing

6

19
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N

Category

246
245
245
246

G

Students

Faculty

Parents

22.69**

13.90**

27.21**

20.35*

23.31**

17.60**

S

SxG
PxG

245
244
244
245

G

247
246
246
247

G

249
248
248
249

G

251
250
250
251

G

242
241
241
242

G

239
238
238
239

G

246
245
245
246

G

224
223
223
224

CONTINUED

28.86**

S

SxG
PxG
20.95**

S

SxG
PxG

28.59*** 33.78***

26.96**

S

SxG
PxG

16.82*

28.30*** 18.00*

23.14**

S

SxG
PxG

38.53***

18.98**

S

SxG
PxG

20.15*

20.39**

18.96*

16.64*

15.20*

19.93**

32.26**

S

SxG
PxG

S

SxG
PxG
G

30.50**

S

SxG
PxG

7.25*

23.83**
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Subject Item No.
27

30

KEY

TABLE

3

N

Category

238
237
237
238

G

245
244
244
245

G

CONTINUED

S

SxG
PxG

Faculty

SxG
PxG

13.34**
18.14*

26.89***
9.82*

S

SxG
PxG

11.18*
17.69*

18.16**

***; p^.OOl
**:
*

:

p^.Ol
p

05

For each group the respondents' answers generally
(89.7%)

related to their views on sex equity as determined

by scores on the Pro-Equality Scale (see Table

review of Table

4

3)

.

A

revealed that faculty scored the highest

parents the second highest and students the lowest on the

Pro-Equality Scale.
TABLE

4

PRO-EQUALITY SUM
Count
Row Pet
Col Pet
Tot Pet

Student

Faculty

1.

Parent

2.

Row
Total

3.

PROSUM
1.

48

3

4

55

87.3
31.0
19.1

5.5
4.7
1.2

7.3
12.5
1.6

21.9

1

2.

Parents

17.59**
17.88***

S

Group
Sex
Sex by Group
Pro-Equality Scores
by Group

G

Students

30

14

8

52

57.7
19.4
12.9

26.9
21.9
5.6

15.4
25.0
3.2

20.7

15.38*
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TABLE

4

CONTINUED

PRO-EQUALITY SUM

Count
Row Pet
Col Pet
Tot Pet

Student

Faeulty

1.

2

Parent
2

.

Row
Total
.

PROSUM
3.
tc

u
H

4.

Column
Total

55

12

12

79

69.6
35.5
21.9

15.2
18.8
4.8

15.2
37.5
4.8

31.5

22

35

8

65

33.8
14.2
8.8

53.8
54.7
13.9

12.3
25.0

25.9

155
61.8

25.5

3.2

64

251

32

12.7

100.0

Sinee the faeulty seored the highest on the Pro-Equality
Seale, it might have been expeeted that they would exhibit
the least degree of sexist attitudes towards the modified

home economies program.

Faeulty would be expeeted to see

the modified home eeonomies program as appropriate for

and usefull to all students and support the aequisition of
life skills through eourses offered by the home eeonomies

department.

Aeeordingly, parents and students would have

exhibited a greater degree of sexist attitudes, therefore
resulting in their giving less support for the modified
home economies program.

A review of Tables

5,

6,

revealed that this was not eonsistently the ease.

7,

and

8

Only in

the instanee of Job Training and Employment was this true.

There were exeeptions to the expectations raised by the
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Pro Equality Scale for each of the
other components of the
modified home economics program.
The remainder of this chapter will focus
on the differences and similarities among the respondents
in views to-

wards the modified home economics program.

Since there

were very few (31.0%) instances in which respondents'
answers to the items related to their gender, but
numerous

instances (89.7%) in which their answers related to their

group membership and sex equity views, the findings will
be primarily discussed in terms of group membership
and

sex equity views.

In instances where gender relationshios

would assist in further clarifying the results, gender will
be brought into the discussion.

The results of the factor

analysis will also be brought into the discussion when it

will help in further clarifying the results.
Home Economics in General
This group of items

(17,22,24,32) was developed to obtain

information about the respondents' views on general aspects
of the home economics curriculum (see Table

5)

.

In terms

of curriculum knowledge no group was consistently more know-

ledgeable than the other groups (22,24).

However, the finding

in item 24 for gender indicated that females and students

were more knowledgeable than male faculty and students about
the home economics curriculum.

It is to be expected that

females would be better informed than males because they
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have had more exposure to the home
economics curriculum.
This exposure is related to the fact
that females rather
than males have been historically
required or advised to
enroll in home economics courses. This
practice is in

concert with society's traditional expectations
that women
would work in the home and be knowledgeable about
things

pertaining to the internal management of the home.

Another

instance in which there was significant relationship
(X

=7.25) between gender and the findings indicated that

female faculty were more knowledgeable than male faculty was
for item 19 under Parenting (see Table

8)

Faculty members tended to endorse enrollment of precollege students in home economics courses more than
students and parents (17).

In this instance, the faculty

endorsement tended to come from faculty members who had
2

scored high on the Pro-Equality Scale

(X

=30.02).

Even

though parents generally did not support a broader range
of students enrolling in home economics courses, there was

some support from those who scored high on the Pro-Equality
2

Scale

(X

=17.58)

It appeared that faculty were more interested in

assigning a place to home economics within the school than
students and parents.

However, it had not yet been

determined whether or not the domain would be restricted
to traditional home economics courses or expanded
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to include the components of the modified
home economics

program (Items 1,26,34,20,23,27,32,).

It also appeared

that faculty were more supportive than students and
parents
of introducing home economics to a broader range
of students.

At this point, it has not yet been determined if their

support applied to students' enrollment in all home

economics courses (see Table
items 7,18,29; see Table

8

6

items 4,5,14; see Table

7

item 6).

Factor analysis revealed that Curriculum Philosophy,
Course Appropriateness and Pro-Equality/Sex Differentiation in Education were the common factors that influenced

each group of respondents.

The orientation of the faculty

towards each factor differed importantly from that of the

students and parents.

Since there was a relationship

between faculty's responses and their sex equity views
in 75% of the items,

the difference in their responses

might be attributed to their being more influenced by the
Pro- Equality/Sex Differentiation in Education factors

than students and parents.
Job Training and Employment

Students, faculty and parents did not show significant

associations between their group membership, gender and

knowledge of the curriculum content of a food service and

restaurant management program (see Table

3,

item 16).

There

was an association between their Pro-Equality scores and their

curriculum content knowledge.

For each group, the lower the
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respondents'. Pro Equality scores, the more they tended to

believe that the particular subject matter was included in
the program.

Even though parents were less likely than

faculty to see the importance of both girls and boys obtaining training, a closer examination of the findings indicated
2

that male parents

(X

=8.54)

and parents who scored high on

2

the Pro-Equality Scale

(X

=18.87) did consider job training

equally important for both sexes.

Faculty felt that not

only did home economics training include job skills that
could be used by both sexes to obtain employment

(4)

,

but they were also more inclined than students and parents to
have the home economics department offer courses that would
give both sexes the opportunity to acquire saleable skills
(34)

.

This support tended to come from faculty who scored
2

high on the Pro-Equality Scale (item

4,

X =35.09;

item 34,

2

X =20.97,

see Table 3).

Parents and students generally were not as supportive
of home economics as the faculty but there was some support

within the student group from those who scored high on the
2

Pro-Equality Scale

(X

=24.67, see Table

6,

item 34).

When

specifically questioned about boys using home economics
skills to get jobs, the faculty was most likely to see the

potential of home economics training increasing the employability of boys (14).

Female faculty were more inclined

to see employment potential than male faculty

(X

=7.50)

7.1

Even though students and parents
generally did not see job
potential for boys, there were a few members
in each group
that did. Female students (X =8.70)
and parents who scored
high on the Pro-Equality Scale (X
=15.86) were most inclined
to see the job-related benefits of home
economics for
boys.

Even though the faculty were less likely than
students
and parents to perceive the training students
receive in the

Food Service and Restaurant Management Program as
enhancing

their employability

(8)

they were most supportive of the

program being included in the high school curriculum

(43)

A closer examination of the findings indicated that support
2

for including the program came from faculty

(X

=15.85) and

2

students

(X

=23.96) who scored high on the Pro-Equality

Scale (see Table

6)

In general, the faculty were more supportive than

students and parents in their views towards job skill
training through the home economics curriculum.
tion of Table

6

An examina-

indicated that support was associated with

high scores on the Pro-Equality Scale.

Faculty support of the employment of females as well
as males outside of the home and of both sexes using skills

associated with housekeeping for gainful employment was
unlike traditional expectations.

The primary location for

work done by women has traditionally been the home.

There

has been some recognition of the fact that women are gain-

fully employed outside the home but this has been generally
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viewed as temporary

.

Employment preparation was viewed as

more important for boys than girls by respondents who
scored
low on the Pro-Equality Scale.
The fact that males were
more inclined than females to see the importance of boys

acquiring employable skills was indicative of their support
of traditional social and economic roles.

Curriculum Philosophy^ Course Appropriateness
and Pro— Equality/Sex Differentiation in Education seemed
to be important factors for each group, the faculty's

orientation towards each factor differed importantly from
that of the students and parents.

Since faculty tended

to be less sexist in their measured attitudes than students

and parents or more aware that they should be less sexist,

Pro-Equality/Sex Differentiation in Education could
have been the factor which influenced the faculty to

respond differently to the items on the questionnaire.
One difference in the students' responding pattern
was their response to item

8.

This difference could be

attributed to the one factor that differentiated the
students in the factor analysis from the other groups.

The student group was the only group in which the factor
Students Coping as Adults appeared.

Their perception of

food service training enhancing their employability could

have been influenced by their concern about their future

ability to cope as adults.

This was not a factor for the

.
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adult groups.
The findings that related to Job Training and
Employment

appeared to be consistent with the finding that
related to
Home Economi cs in General
The faculty was more interested
.

than students or parents in assigning a olace to home

economics within the school.

They were more willing to

have to domain of home economics expanded to include the

Food Service and Restaurant Management Program than students
and parents (34/43)

They were also more willing to have

boys and girls use home economics training to get jobs
(4/14)

.

Survival Skills (Single Living

)

The faculty tended to endorse/ more strongly than students

and parents/ the content of this course and also to support a

broad range of student participation in the program/
Table

7

items 10/36/39;

7/18).

(see

The majority of their responses

were associated with their scores on the Pro-Equality Scale/
and for most items

/

endorsement for the course content and

student enrollment came from respondents who scored high
on the Pro-Equality Scale.

The only item for which re-

spondents' answers were associated with gender was item 18.
2

FemaleS/ particularly faculty females

strongly saw the need for

(X

=7.76)/ more

girls to enroll in a survival

skills or single living course.

Although the faculty was more inclined than students
and parents to see the importance or survival skill education/
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they were less willing to have the home economics department

offer such a course

(26)

.

Students were more willing than

the adults to have the home economics department offer
a survival skills course

(26)

they were also willing to

enroll in such a course (23)
These findings were further clarified by the results
of the factor analysis.

Examination of this analysis

revealed that the factor which most clearly differentiated
the student group from the adult groups was Students Coping
as Adults.

Since this was a factor for the student group

only, it was to be expected that students would be more

inclined than adults to have the home economics department

offer a survival skills course.
The faculty was not willing to have a survival skills

course offered through the home economics department

(26)

.

This lack of support seemed to come from those faculty

members who had scored high on the Pro-Equality Scale
2

(X

=22.91).

Proponents of sex equity would not endorse

the offering of a survival skills course through the home

economics department because they would not be inclined
to believe that a department that has historically prepared

females to survive within the patriarchal home could also

prepare females as well as males to survive in a different
type of environment.

Survival skill education seemed to be

to reone of the areas in which the faculty was willing

strict the domain of the home economics department.
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The faculty was more willing than
students and parents
to offer the course to a broader
range of students. Thev
felt that girls (18) and pre-college
students (7) could
benefit from the course but that students who
did not plan
to continue their education could not
benefit from such a

course (29)

Students and parents were less inclined to see

the benefits of the course for girls and pre-college
students.

However, students were more inclined than faculty and
parents
to see the course as beneficial to non-college bound
students.

The response pattern that was established in the findings for Home Economics in General was partially substantiated
in this instance.

Faculty tended to be more supportive of

introducing home economics courses to a broader range of
students than students and parents.

However, it was

students, not faculty, who were supportive of expanding
the domain of the home economics department.

The faculty, particularly the female members

(X

=7.25),

were more knowledgeable of the parenting course content
than students and parents

(19).

The findings for item 19

were similar to those for item 24 under Home Economics in
General

.

The fact that in both instances the female faculty

were more knowledgeable than male faculty can be attributed
to the historical enrollment patterns in home economics

courses
Students were more inclinded than faculty and parents
to:

see the need for themselves to know about parenting (30);
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have the home economics department offer a parenting

course (1); and enroll in such a course

{

21

,

see Table 8).

Students, faculty and parents did not show significant

associations between their group membership, gender and

willingness to have pre-college students enroll in
ing course

(6)

a

parent-

There was an association between their

Pro-Equality scores and their willingness to broaden student
enrollment, however (see Table

3)

.

In each group,

the

higher the Pro-Equality scores, the more the respondents
tended to support broader student enrollment

(6,

see Table 8).

Since the factor analysis revealed that the factor

which differentiates the student group from the adult group
was Students Coping as Adults, this would support the students'

inclination to see the need for, and their willingness to
enroll in, a parenting course.

Because Students Coping as

Adults was not a factor for adult groups, faculty and
parents would be influenced in this case more by the Course

Appropriateness and Curriculum Philosophy factors than
students

Opposition to the offering of a parenting course would
be expected to arise from traditional role expectations for

males and females, and responsibility expectations for the
family.

Traditionally, society has expected females rather

than males to attend to childrearing, particularly the

physical and emotional nurturance of the child.
also been a tendency to support the family as

a

There has
sphere in
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which parenting skills are taught.

Opposition to traditional

societal expectations would be expected
to come from supporters
of sex equity in social roles.
Students, particularly male
students, were more inclined to oppose traditional
societal

expectations than faculty and parents (27,30).

Male students

were more inclined to enroll in a parenting course
than
female students (27)
Also, male students were more inclined
to see the need for high school students to know
about

parenting

(30)

The response pattern that was established in the

findings for Home Economics in General was not substantiated
in this case.

Students tended to be more supportive of

expanding the domain of the home economics department than
faculty and parents.

They were also more supportive than

faculty and parents of introducing the curriculum to a

broader range of students.
Summary
Overall, the findings indicated that the faculty was

more supportive of expanding the home economics curriculum
to include food service training than students and parents.

They were also more supportive of introducing the home

economics curriculum to a broader range of students.
However, students were more supportive than faculty and

parents of expanding the home economics domain to include

survival skills and parenting.

They also were more supportive
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of introducing parenting to a
broader range of students.

Parents tended to fall in the middle.

The one exception

to this trend was their being the least
supportive of

survival skills education.

Support for expanding the home economics curriculum
and introducing it to a broader range of
students was

generally associated with respondents who supported
sex
equity as determined by their scores on the Pro-Equality
Scale.

In instances where students were more supportive

than faculty and parents, the case usually involved

preparation for adult roles.

This trend was clarified by

the factor analysis which indicated that students were more

concerned about their ability to cope as adults than faculty
and parents.

The conclusions and recommendations related to

these findings will be discussed in the next chapter.
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KEY FOR TABLES 5,6,7 and

8

+:

Indicates which respondents' views were more supportive
Indicates which respondents' views were less supportive

S;

Students

SF: Female Students
SM: Male Students
SH: Students scoring high on the Pro-Equality Scale
SL: Students scoring low on the Pro-Equality Scale
F:

FF:
FM:
FH:
FL:
P:

PF:
PM:
PH:
PL:

F*

:

M:

Faculty
Female Faculty
Male Faculty
Faculty scoring high on the Pro-Equality Scale
Faculty scoring low on the Pro-Equality Scale
Parents
Female Parents
Male Parents
Parents scoring high on the Pro-Equality Scale
Parents scoring low on the Pro-Equality Scale
Females
Males
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CHAPTER

V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
OF THE STUDY

The purposes of this study were: to ascertain the

attitudes of students, faculty and parents towards a

modified home economics curriculum; to determine if
attitudinal differences existed among the groups; to

determine if attitudes were supportive of the inclusion
of parenting, survival skills and food services education
in the home economics curriculum; and to analyze these

attitudes from a feminist perspective.

Background on the

traditional view of home economics, efforts at English
High School towards change through home economics courses
and programs aimed at moving beyond traditional course
offerings, and failure to attract significant numbers of

students to the new courses and programs were discussed.

Feminist literature on feminist ideology was reviewed in
order to develop a mechanism for substantiating the
existence of sexist views held by students, faculty and
parents which might relate to the enrollment trend in the

English High School home economics program and courses.

A questionnaire was designed by the author to collect
information about students', faculty's and parents'
attitudes towards home economics.
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Conclusions
The results of the study indicated that
the respondents'
the modified home economics curriculum did

relate to their group membership, gender and sex
equity views.
Students, faculty and parents did differ in their
support
of the inclusion of parenting, survival skills and
food

service education in the home economics curriculum.

In

many instances differences in support, i.e., indication
the subject matter and skills should be included in

the high school home economics curriculum and taught to

all male and female students, were related to the respondents'

views on sex equity.

Students were more supportive than faculty and parents
of the inclusion of parenting and survival skills education
in the home economics curriculum

(see Tables

7

and

8)

.

Not

only were students willing to have the home economics department
offer these courses but they were also willing to enroll in
such courses.

Since students were the most sexist in their

attitudes towards the social and economic roles of males and
females as measured by the Pro-Equality Scale (see Table 4),
the researcher concluded that sex equity in social and economic

roles of males and females was not a factor in influencing

students to enroll in parenting and survival skills courses.
They seemed to be motivated by their concern about their
future ability to cope as adults.

This factor analysis
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revealed that Students Coping as Adults was

a factor for

the student group but not a factor for the
adult groups.

This factor for students was perhaps more influential
in

determining their responses than the Sex Differentiation
in Social Roles, Course Appropriateness and Curriculum

Philosophy factors.

The students* concern about their

to cope as adults could be the key to increasing

participation in courses that provide an opportunity
^or them to acquire such skills.

students

'

Strategies that utilize

concerns about their future ability to cope as

adults will be presented in the recommendations discussion.
The faculty was the group that was most supportive
of the modified home economics curriculum.

They endorsed

the inclusion of food services education (see Table

From their responses to items

5

6)

and 34 under Job Training

and Employment, it was possible to conclude that they were

supportive of the inclusion of job skill training as

component in each home economics course and program.

a

The

fact that the content of survival skill education was

endorsed outside the home economics framework by the faculty
supported the contention that they still felt that the home
economics department was not capable of preparing females as

well as males to live independently.

Therefore, they

would not encourage students to enroll in

a survival skills

course offered by the home economics department but they
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would encourage students to enroll in such
was offered by some other department.
The

a

course if it

faculty also

did not support the inclusion of parenting
education in
the home economics curriculum.

it was thus also concluded

that they would not encourage students to enroll
in

parenting courses.

They would, however, encourage all

students to enroll in courses other than survival skills
and parenting courses.

The faculty's parenting and

survival skills course selection counselling directly

conflicted with the students' desire to enroll in these
courses.

The resolution of this conflict will be discussed

in the recommendations section.
It was difficult to truly assess the parents' position

on the modified home economics curriculum because the

parent sample lacked sufficient representation of males
and racial and ethnic groups.

In general, the parents

tended to fall in the middle.

They were neither the least

supportive nor the most supportive of any aspect of the

modified home economics curriculum.
Implementing changes in the home economics curriculum
at English High School was a slow process, because it

involved not only changing the emphases of home economics
courses and programs and the domain of home economics

but also the attitudes of the participants towards home
economics.

Since the need to change the emphases and
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domain of the home economics curriculum was
recognized
and supported by the administration and department
members,

designing and inserting a revised home economics curriculum
among the other school curricula was easily accomplished.

Getting the necessary student enrollment in home economics
courses and programs in order to maintain the modified

curriculum was more difficult.
Student participation in home economics depended
upon their willingness to enroll in the courses and programs,
and their ability to include their choices in their class

schedules.

The mechanical aspects of facilitating the

scheduling of home economics courses for students was

accomplished with moderate ease.

However, getting students

to the point where they were willing to enroll in a course

or program was very difficult.

The questionnaire results

showed that this was largely because their willingness to
enroll in any home economics course or program related to
a complex network of sexist attitudes towards home economics,

social roles, and traditional economic roles of males and
females.

They were also influenced by the attitudinal

network of adults who guide and influence them.
There were some external indicators of progress to-

wards recognition of the need to change the home economics

curriculum and acceptance of modifications of the traditional
course offerings.

These indicators were:

(1)

the institution
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of food service and restaurant management
programs in

other Boston public comprehensive high schools;

(2)

the

institution of a parenting program in another Boston public

comprehensive high school; and

(3)

comments made by the

president of the Boston School Committee in his address to
the newly elected school committee.

Nearly one year after the Food Service and Restaurant

Management Program at English High School was started a
similar program was successfully implemented at South Boston
High School.

Two years later, a program was implemented at

the Jeremiah E. Burke High School.

In both cases, the

assistance of the English High School home economics

department was sought.
In 1979 South Boston High School personnel started a

parenting program.

A member of the English High School

home economics department was consulted during the develop-

ment of this program.
When the newly elected school committee was installed
on January 14, 1980, the president of the school committee

commented on students' needs for life skills in his address
to the members.

Mr. McDonough stated:

In order to meet the social and emotional
needs of students, as well as their academic
needs, we should consider establishment of a

comprehensive life-skills curriculum. .A
solid life-skills program would help them deal
with these problems (i.e., physical and emotional
growth), and make them more able independent adults.
.
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.An effective life-skills curriculum
might
reduce these problems by preparing students
to look at all options and to make rational
choices in all areas of life. These include
schooling, jobs, drug and alcohol use, and
ii^portant issues about which many
adolescents are woefully ignorant...
.

.

Recommendations

Research is needed to further examine the relationships
of attitudes towards home economics and sex equity views

among high school students, parents and faculty.

Studies

of sub-groups based on grade, position or occupation,

race and economic status could be helpful in further

identifying strategies to change attitudes towards home
economics
The questionnaire used in this study should be adminis-

tered to a more representative sample of English High School
parents.

The sample should be comprised of more whites and

other minorities in particular and more males in general.
Their responses would give a better assessment of parents'

positions on the modified home economics curriculum because
there were few responses from these participants in this

study
Since students were concerned about their ability to
cope as adults and this factor appeared to be more influential
in determining their support of survival skill and parenting

education than any other factor, this factor must be the key
to increasing their participation in parenting and survival
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skills courses.

There are some strategies that utilize

students’ concerns about their future ability to
cope
as adults that could be used to increase
their participation
in parenting and survival skills courses.

Printed recruit-

ment materials and teacher delivered presentations that
emphasized the adult coping skills included in the courses
have had some success.

To improve the recruitment program,

the following steps should be taken:

(1)

develop a multi-

media campaign specifically geared to students;

(2)

utilize

recent high school graduates or currently enrolled students
who have participated in parenting and survival skills
courses as speakers.
Since the adults' parenting and survival skills course

selection counselling conflicted with the students' desire to
enroll in these courses, strategies to increase student

participation must not only be directed at students but also
directed at the adults.

The home economics department could

collaborate with other departments to offer these courses.
Along with this collaboration there should be multiple
course listings under collaborating departments' course

offerings in the school catalogue.

The home economics

department's collaboration with other departments could
serve as an immediate means of addressing the adults' lack
of knowledge about the content of the home economics

curriculum and their lack of faith in the home economics
department to prepare males as well as females for adult
living
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Efforts towards making changes in the
home economics
curriculum should be publicized. Knowing that
there are
others who are trying to go beyond the
traditional home
economics curriculum can be a source of encouragement
to

someone who is struggling to implement change.

Also,

anyone who is known to be involved in changing the
home

economics curriculum can be a resource to others who are

implementing or who would like to implement change in the
traditional curriculum.

After five years of developing a modified home economics
curriculum, recruiting students for home economics courses

and programs, educating students as well as adults about the

opportunities for students to acquire employable and other
life coping skills and reviewing the results of the

attitudinal survey, this researcher believes that not very
much can be done to significantly increase adult support for

offering parenting and survival skills courses through the
home economics department.

Although most adults can be

convinced that the home economics curriculum provides

opportunities for students to acquire employable skills,
they cannot be convinced that it is a vehicle for students
to acquire other life coping skills.

The researcher believes that the students' desire to

acquire life coping skills while they are in high school will

continue to motivate them to enroll in these home economics
courses and programs.

Even though the number of enrolled

students during the next few years will
be low, these
courses and programs must be offered.
Hopefully,

the

limited views of home economics will eventually
disappear
as traditional home economics curricula
are modified
and

society accepts equality in social and economic
status
for males and females.
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December 10, 1979

Dear Parents/ Guardians
The information gathered from this survey will be utilized by the Home Economics

Department at English and in a doctoral dissertation#

It would help me greatly, if

both parents /guardians complete this survey because the opinions of men and women
are needed.

envelope.

Please complete

both surveys and return them to me in the enclosed

Thank you for your cooperation.
Yours truly

Gloria J. Ray
7oc. Coord.
District IX
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Informed Consent
The following survey is part of the research being

conducted by a doctoral student who was a member of the
Home Economics Department at The English High School.

The information gathered from this survey will be used in
the doctoral dissertation and utilized by the Home Economics

Department in planning Home Economics programs.

If you

agree to participate in this survey, please sign your name
in the space provided below.

To insure anonymity do not

put your name on any of the following pages and return
this page separately to the person administering the survey.

Permission Granted:
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Home Economics Program

Student Survey
The following survey consists of two parts. Part
one requires information about your background and part
two requires your opinion concerning a series of statements.
Please complete this survey and return it to
your homeroom teacher. Thank you for your cooperation.

Part I:
Background Information
Please circle your answers to the following questions.
1.

How old are you?
A.
B.

2.

14
15

C.
D.

16
17

E.
F.

18
19 or older

Which racial/ethnic group do you belong to?
A. American Indian or Alaskan Native
D. Hispanic
B. Asian or Pacific Islander
E. White
C. Black

6.
3

.

What grade are you in now?
A.

9

B.

10

C.
D.

11
12

4. What type of
7. A. Business

B.
5.
8.

program are you in?
D. College Business
College Preparatory E. Other (specify)

What sex are you?
B. Male
A. Female
B.

Which of the home economics courses listed below
have you taken?
E. Parenting
A. Basic Foods
F. Single Living
B. Clothing
G. Needlecrafts
Design
C. Fashion
Development
D. Childcare and
H. Food Service/Restaurant
Management
Which community
A. Allston
B. Brighton
C. Charlestown
D. Dorchester
E. East Boston

you live in?
F. Hyde Park
G. Jamacia Plain
H. Mattapan
I. North End
J. Roslindale

K

.

L.
M.
N.
O.

Roxbury
South Boston
South End
West Roxbury
Beacon Hill

What type of work do your parents/guardians do?
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Student Survey
9.

'

Page

2

If your parents/guardians are unemployed, what type
of work do they perform when they are employed?
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Home Economics Program

Faculty Survey
The following survey consists of two parts
Part
one requires information about your background
and part
two requires your opinion concerning a series
of statements.
Please complete this survey and return it to Mr.
Buckley in the main office. Thank you for your
cooperation.

Part I: Background Information
Please circle your answers to the following questions.
1.

How long have you been a professional educator?
Less than a year
c. 3 plus - 6 years
1 “ 3 years
D. 6 plus or more years

A.

2.

How many years have you been assigned to The English
High?
A. Less than a year
C. 3 plus - 6 years
years
D. 6 plus or more years

1-3

3.

What position do you serve in?
Teacher
C. Administrator
B. Guidance Conselor D. Other (specify)

A.

4.

How long have you served in your current position?
Less than a year
C. 3 plus - 6 years
years
D. 6 plus or more years

A.
B.

1-3

If you teach, which department do you teach in?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

6.

7.

Bi-Lingual
Business
English
Foreign Language
History
Home Economics
Industrial Arts

H.
I.

J.
K.
L.
M.
N.
0.

Mathematics
Music
Physical Education
Science
Special Needs
Theater Arts
Visual Arts
Other (specify)

What sex are you?
A. Female
B. Male
Which racial/ethnic group do you belong to?
A. American Indian or Alaskan Native
B. Asian or Pacific Islander
C. Black
D. Hispanic
E. White
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Faculty Survey cent.
8.

Have you ever recommended that a student enroll in
home economics course?
A. Yes
B. No

9.

If you have recommended that students enroll in
economics course, what sex were the students?
A. Female
B. Male
C. Females and Males

a

a

home

10.

Have you ever given any vocational/occupational guidance
to students?
A. Yes
B. No

11.

Have you ever recommended that a student in a college
program enroll in a home economics course?
A. Yes
B. No

12.

Have you ever recommended that a student in a business
course enroll in a home economics course?
A. Yes
B. No

Home Economics Program

Parental Survey
The following survey consists of two parts. Part
one requires information about your background and part
tv70 requires your opinion concering a series of statements.
1.
Please
complete this survey and return it in the enclosed
addressed envelope. Thank you for your cooperation.

Part

I:

Background Information
Plase fill-in the answers to the following questions.

How many of your children attend The English High
School?
2.

In what grades are they?

3.

How many of your children attending The English High
School are boys?

4.
9.

How many of your children attending The English High
School are girls?

5.

What racial/ethnic group do yo belong to?

6.

Are you a male or female parent/guardian?

7.

Would you suggest to your son that he take a home
economics course?

8.

Would you suggest to your daughter that she take a
home economics course?
Which community do you live in?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

9

.

Allston
Brighton
Charlestown
Dorchester
East Boston

Hyde Park
Jamcia Plain
Mattapan
North End
I
J. Roslindale

F.
G.
H.

.

What type of work do you do?

K

.

L.
M.
N.
O.

Roxbury
South Boston
South End
West Roxbury
Beacon Hill
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Form A
Part II:

Read each statement and circle one of the
following responses for each statement:

Strongly Agree

1.

.

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Home economics courses do not include training that
will help boys and girls get jobs.

Strongly Agree
5.

Agree

It is not important for students still in high school
to know how to mangage money and use credit.

Strongly Agree
4

Strongly Disagree

Training in fields that require emotional stability
is equally appropriate for girls as it is for boys.
Strongly Agree

3.

Disagree

The home economics department should offer courses that
will help students learn about parenting.

Strongly Agree
2.

Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Is is more important for boys than girls to acquire
skills that will prepare them for employment after

high school graduateion.
Strongly Agree
6.

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Students who plan to go to college do not need a
survival skills course.

Strongly Agree
8.

Disagree

While in high school students who plan to go to college
do not need a parenting course.

Strongly Agree
7.

Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

The training students recieve in a foods service/
restaurant management program increases their ability
to get job.

Strongly Agree

Agree Disagree

Strongly Disagree

9.
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Girls especially should learn how to take
care of
a home

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

10. While in high school students do
not need to be

aware of the problems related to obtaining adequate
food, clothing and shelter.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

11. Males probably make the best teachers of
survival

skills

Strongly Agree
12.

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Students who plan to go to college do not need home
economics courses.
Strongly Agree

18.

Strongly Disagree

A food service/restaurant management program includes
the teaching of quantity food preparation and introductory business management.
Strongly Agree

17.

Disagree

Boys need to know how to take care to a home.

Strongly Agree
16.

Agree

The job skills that are taught in home economics
courses can not be used by boys to get jobs.

Strongly Agree
15.

Strongly Disagree

Boys need training in parenting skills.

Strongly Agree
14.

Disagree

Boys can more easily be trained to think objectively
than girls.

Strongly Agree
13.

Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Girls do not need a course in survival skills.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Ill
19.

Emotional nurturance and child guidance are not
included in a parenting course.
Strongly Agree

20.

I

Home economics
home

Strongly Agree
23.

I

I

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

includes obtaining and furnishing a

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

would take a course on parenting.

Strongly Agree
28.

Agree

The home economics department should offer a survival
skills course.

Strongly Agree
27.

Strongly Disagree

High School courses which stimulate ambition in students
should be designed for male and female students.

Strongly Agree
26.

Disagree

In home economics courses girls learn only cooking and
sewing.

Strongly Agree
25.

Agree

would take a course in survival skills.

Strongly Agree
24.

Strongly Disagree

In general, the sex of the teacher is not important
for teaching high school subjects.

Strongly Agree
22.

Disagree

do not need a course that provides job training.

Agree
21.

Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Girls do not need training in survival skills.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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29.

Students who do not plan to continue their education
after high school graduation need a course that includes survival skills such as getting a job, securing
housing, managing personal finances, making decisions
and maintaining interpersonal relationships.

Strongly Agree
30.

I

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

High school students do not need to know the different
types of decision making processes.

Strongly Agree
37.

Agree

Since students will probably pick-up knowledge about
decision making, securing employment, managing money
and developing interpersonal relationships, they do not
need a special course that includes this information.

Strongly Agree
36.

Strongly Disagree

The home economics department should offer courses
that will give male and female students an opportunity
to learn skills that will prepare them for work upon
high school graduation.

Strongly Agree
35.

Disagree

Girls especially should be required to take training in
parenting skills.

Strongly Agree
34.

Agree

would never take a home economics course.

Strongly Agree
33.

Strongly Disagree

Management training is equally appropriate to the high
school education of girls as it is for boys.
Strongly Agree

32.

Disagree

It is important for high school students to know about
general child rearing practices and proccedures.

Strongly Agree
31.

Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

High school students do not need information about
resources that are available during periods of
unemployment

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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38.

Leadership development is not important in the hiqh
^
school education of girls.
Agree

39

.

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Agree

Programs such as food service/restaurant management do
not belong in a regular high school.

Strongly Agree
44.

Disagree

Training that enhances employability will be of equal
long term value for girls as for boys.
Strongly Agree

43.

Agree

Survival skill education is just another fad that will
soon be forgotten.

Strongly Agree
42.

Strongly Agree

High school courese which stimulate creative abilities
should be required for boys but not for girls.

Agree
41.

Disagree

It is important for students to know how to get
adequate
food, clothing, shelter and health care.

Strongly Agree
40.

Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

More males than females should be trained in fields
that lead to scientific invention.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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Form B
Read each statement and circle one of the
following responses for each statement:

Strongly Agree

1.

Agree

I

I

would take

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

a course on parenting.

Strongly Agree
8.

Disagree

The home economics department should offer a survival
skills course.

Strongly Agree
7.

Agree

High school courses which stimulate ambition in students
should be designed for male and female students.

Strongly Agree
6.

Strongly Disagree

In home economics courses girls learn only cooking
and sewing.

Strongly Agree
5.

Disagree

would take a course in survival skills.

Strongly Agree
4.

Agree

Home economics includes obtaining and furnishing a
home

Strongly Agree
3.

Strongly Disagree

In general, the sex of the teacher is not important
for teaching high school subjects.

Strongly Agree
2.

Disagree

Agree

Disagree

S^trongly Disagree

Girls do not need training in survival skills.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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9.

Students who do not plan to continue their education
^fter high school graduation need a course that
includes survival skills such as getting a job,
securing housing, managing personal finances,
making decisions and maintaining interpersonal relationships
.

Strongly Agree
10.

I

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Since students will probably pick-up knowledge about
decision making, securing employment, managing money
and developing interpersonal relationships, they do
not need a special course that includes this information.

Strongly Agree
16.

Strongly Disagree

The home economics department should offer courses that
will give males and female students an opportunity to
learn skills that will prepare them for work upon high
school graduation.

Strongly Agree
15.

Disagree

Girls especially should be required to take training
in parenting skills.

Strongly Agree
14.

Agree

would never take a home economics course.

Strongly Agree
13.

Strongly Disagree

Management training is equally appropriate to the
high school education of girls as it is for boys.
Strongly Agree

12.

Disagree

It is important for high school students to know about
general child rearing practices and procedures.

Strongly Agree
11.

Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

High school students do not need to know the different
types of decision making processes.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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17.

High school students do not need information about
resources that are available during periods of
unemployment.

Strongly Agree
18.

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

The home economics department should offer course that
will help students learn about parenting.

Strongly Agree
26.

Disagree

More males than females should be trained in fields
that lead to scientific invention.

Strongly Agree
25.

Agree

Programs such as food service/restaurant management do
not belong in a regular high school.
Strongly Agree

24.

Strongly Disagree

Training that enhances employability will be of equal
long term value for girls as for boys.

Strongly Agree
23.

Disagree

Survival skill education is just another fad that will
soon be forgotten.

Strongly Agree
22.

Agree

High school courses which stimulate creative abilities
should be required for boys but not for girls.

Strongly Agree
21.

Strongly Disagree

It is important for students to know how to get adequate
food, clothing, shelter and health care.

Strongly Agree
20.

Disagree

Leadership development is not important in the high
school education of girls.
Strongly Agree

19.

Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Training in fields that require emotional stability
is equally appropriate for girls as it is for boys.
Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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27.

It is not important for students still in high
school to know how to manage money and use credit.

Strongly Agree
28.

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Home economics courses do not include training that
will help boys and girls get jobs.

Strongly Agree
29.

Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

It is more important for boys than girls to acquire
skills that will prepare them for employment after high

school graduation.

Strongly Agree
30.

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

While still in high school students do not need to be
aware of the problems related to obtaining adequate
food, clothing and shelter.

Strongly Agree
35. Males

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

probably make the best teachers of survival skills.

Strongly Agree
36.

Disagree

Girls especially should learn how to take care of a
home

Strongly Agree
34.

Agree

The training students receive in food service/
restaurant management program increases their ability
to get jobs.

Strongly Agree
33.

Strongly Disagree

Students who plan to go to college do not need a
survival skills course.

Strongly Agree
32.

Disagree

While in high school students who plan to go to college
do not need a parenting course.
Strongly Agree

31.

Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Boys can more easily be trained to think objectively

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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37.

Boys need training in parenting skills.

strongly Agree
38.

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Emotional nurturance and child guidance are not included in a parenting course.

Strongly Agree
44.

Strongly Disagree

Girls do not need a course in survival skills.

Strongly Agree
43.

Disagree

Students who plan to go to college do not need home
economics courses.

Strongly Agree
42.

Agree

A food service/restuarant management program includes
the teaching of quantity food preparation and introductory business management.
Strongly Agree

41.

Strongly Disagree

Boys need to know how to take care of home.

Strongly Agree
40.

Disagree

The job skills that are taught in home ecomomics
courses can not be used by boys to get jobs.

Strongly Agree
39.

Agree

I

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

do not need a course that provides job training.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

APPENDIX B
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Pilot Test
A self-administered questionnaire consisting of

background information items and 67 Likert Scale items
was pilot-tested with a sample of English High School
students, faculty and parents.

The purposes of the pilot

testing were: to sample the types of responses the in-

strument would elicit; to determine which items were
best able to differentiate between respondents who did
and did not support sexual equality in social roles and

economic status; and to solicit feedback on the mechanical
aspects of the instrument.
The questionnaire was distributed during the first

week of the 1979 school year.

This week was chosen because

the gradual returning of students to school by grade for

one day only provides more flexibility for teachers to

schedule activities during the homeroom period.

The

researcher asked homeroom teachers who had informally
to
expressed their willingness to participate in the study

distribute the questionnaires among their homeroom students.
Packages of thirty questionnaires and consent forms
tenth,
were given to one homeroom teacher for each of the

eleventh, and twelfth grades.

Ninth graders did not

were not
participate because sufficient numbers of forms
returned to
available on the day that the ninth graders
graders
Twenty-one surveys were returned by tenth
school.
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but about eight were incomplete.

The teacher of the

eleventh grade homeroom was unable to distribute the instrument.

Twenty surveys were returned by twelfth graders

but eleven were incomplete.

Of the completed surveys,

nine from each grade level were used in order to have equal

numbers of tenth and eleventh graders.

There were four

black, nine white and three Hispanic students in the sample.

Five tenth grade and four eleventh grade females participated.

There were five tenth grade and three eleventh grade males.
Some students did not fully complete the background information
form.

Ten faculty participants were randomly selected by

choosing every tenth person on a listing of school faculty.
The questionnaire, a letter of explanation addressed to

each member and a consent form were distributed to these
The author

faculty through the in-house mail process.

did an individual follow-up witli each participant.

faculty members completed the questionnaire.

Seven

There were

six white and one black faculty in the sample, and three

females and four males.
student
Parents were identified by randomly selecting a
book.
on every two pages of the student enrollment

Two

to
questionnaires, a letter of explanation addressed
an addressed
parents or guardians, two consent forms and

mailed to the
stamped envelope for return mailing were

selected students' parents or guardians.

Ten sets of
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these materials were mailed.

One Asian male and one black

female parent returned the questionnaire.
All questionnaires were reviewed, scored and numbered.

Background information was reviewed to more completely
identify the sample.

The responses were scored

1,

2

,

3

or

for favorable statements and in the reverse for unfavorable

statements.

Because the researcher wanted the respondents

to commit themselves to a position on each item, no

provision was made for undecided thoughts.
For each questionnaire, scores were separately deter-

mined for home economics-related items. The Pro-Equality
Scale items on Form A were numbers: 5,7,10,17,20,23,27,30,
36,38,40,45, and 50.
B were Numbers:

The Pro-Equality Scale items on Form

3,5,7,12,17,39,41,44,51,54,57,61, and 64.

Questionnaires were rank ordered according to the ProEquality Scale Score.

To determine which items were best

able to differentiate between respondents who supported
sexual equality in social roles and economic status

and those who did not support this type of equality, an

item analysis was done (Edwards, 1957).

Respondents were divided into the 33 1/3% who scored
the highest on the Pro-Equality Scale and the 33 1/3% who

scored the lowest.

There were eight students and one

parent in the group who scored the highest and six
students, two faculty and one parent in the group who

4
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scored the lowest.

Following the computational guidelines

outlined by Edwards, a
statement.

t

value was determined for each

Items with t values greater than 1.75 were

viewed as indicating significant differences between the
high and low scoring groups on the Pro-Equality Scale.
These scores were the basis for selecting items for the
final instrument.

31 out of 54

economics-related items and

7

(54.4%) of the home

out of 13 (53.8%) of the

Pro-Equality Scale items had t values greater than 1.75.
The final instrument consisted of 44 items.

13 items

with t values between .99 and 1.69 were retained because
the elimination of these items would have created gaps in

some of the three informational areas.

Some Pro-Equality

Scale items were revised because the items included the

term "home economics".

It was felt that a clearer infer-

ence of sexual bias could be obtained if these items were

not influenced by the direct reference to home economics.
The development of additional items was also part of

revising the Pro-Equality Scale.

These items are numbered

2,12,25,31,38,40 and 44 on Form A of the final instrument.
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Home Economics Program
•

Student Survey
The following survey consists of two parts.
Part one
requires information about your background and part two
requires your opinion concerning a series of statements.
Please complete this survey and return it to your homeroom
teacher.
Thank you for your cooperation.

Part I:
Background information
Please circle your answers to the following questions.

How old are you?
14 or younger

1.

A.
B.

4.

C.
D.

15

16
17

18
19 or older

E.
F.

Which racial/ethnic group do you belong to
A. American Indian or Alaskan Native
D. Hispanic
B. Asian or Pacific Islander
E. White
C. Black
j

What grade are you in now?

3

A.

9

B.

10

C.
D.

11
12

What type of program are you 'in?
D. College Business
A. Business
E. Other (specify)
C. College Preparatory
5.

What sex are you?
B. Male
A. Female

6.

Which of the home economics courses listed have you
takeh?
E. Parenting
A. Basic Foods
F. Single Living
B. Clothing
G. Needlecrafts
C. Fashion Design
H. Food Service/
D. Childcare and Development
Restuarant Management

7

.

8.

Which community
A. Allston
B. Brighton
C. Charlestown
D. Dorchester
E. East Boston

you live in?
Hyde Park
Jamacia Plain
Mattapan
I. North End
J. Roslindale

F.
G.
H.

Roxbury
K
L. South Boston
M. South End
N. West Roxbury
O. Beacon Hill
.

What type of work do you parents/guardians do?

If your parents/guardians are employed, what type of
work do they perform when they are employed?
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Home Economics Program

Faculty Survey
The following survey will help the Home Economics
Department plan the home economics program at The English
High School. The survey consists of two parts. Part one
requires information about your background and part two
requires your opinion concerning a series of statements.
Please complete this survey and return it to the Teacher
Center.
Thank you for your cooperation.

Part I
Background Information
Please circle your answers to the following questions.
may omit any questions that you prefer not to answer.
:

1.

What position do you serve in?
A. Teacher
B. Guidance Counselor
C. Administration
D. Other (specify)

2.

How many years have you been assigned to The English
High?
A.
B.
C.

3.

4.

1-3
3-5
5

or more

Are you
A. Female
B. Male

Bi-Lingual
Business
English
D. Foreign Language
E. History
F. Home Economics

.

?

If you teach, which department do you teach in?
A.
B.
C.

5

You

G.
H.
I.

J.
K.
L.
M.
N.

Industrial Arts
Mathematics
Music
Physical Education
Science
Special Needs
Theater Arts
Visual Arts

Have you ever recommended that a student enroll in a home
economics course?
A. Yes
B. No

Part II: Read each statement and circle one of the following
responses for each statement
A = Agree
SA = Strongly Agree
? = Undecided

D = Disagree
SD = Strongly Disagree
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Home Economics Program

Parental Survey
The following survey will help the Home Economics
Department plan the home economics program at The English
High School.
The survey consists of two parts. Part one
requires information about your background and part two
requires your opinion concerning a series of statements.
1.
Please
complete this survey and return it in the enclosed
addressed envelope. Thank you for your cooperation.

Part I: Background Information
Please fill-in the answers to the following questions.
may omit any questions that you prefer not to answer.

You

How many of your children attend The English High School?
2.

In what grades are they?__

3.

How many of your children attending The English High
School are girls?

4.

How many of your children attending The English High
School are boys?

5.

What racial/ethnic group do you belong to?

6.

Are you a male or female parent/guardian?

7.

Would you suggest to your son that he take a home economics
course?

8.

Would you suggest to your daughter that she take
economics course?

a

home

Part II: Read each statement and circle one of the following
responses for each statement:
A = Agree
SA = Strongly Agree
? = Undecided

D = Disagree

SD = Strongly Disagree
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Form A

t

values for each item are given in the
paretheses

Part II: Read each statement and circle one
of the followinq
responses for each statement:

Strongly Agree

1.

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

(2.78)

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

It is important for high school students to know about
general child rearing practices and proceedures. (1.79)

Strongly Agree
5.

Agree

Home economics only includes cooking, sewing and babysitting. (2.32)

Strongly Agree
4.

Strongly Disagree

Girls do not need course in survival skills.

Strongly Agree
3.

Disagree

The home economics department should offer courses
that
^ive male and female students an opportunity to
learn skills that will prepare them for work upon high
school graduation. (1.69)

Strongly Agree
2.

Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Girls especially should learn how to take care of a home.
(1.43)

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

6.

High school students should be aware of the responsibilities and duties of a parent. (0.00)

7.

Boys need home economics courses.

Strongly Agree
8.

Agree

(3.73)

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Students who do not plan to continue their education
after high school graduation need a course that includes
survival skills such as getting a job, securing housing,
managing personal finances, making decisions and
maintaining interpersonal relationships. (4.47)

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

9.
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Interpersonal relationships are important parts of
anyone's life. (1.38)
Strongly Agree
10.

I

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

(1.86)

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

The training students receive in a foods/services/
restaurant management program increases their ability
to get jobs. (1.53)

Strongly Agree
17.

Agree

High school students do not need information about
resources that are available during periods of unemployment. (3.68)

Strongly Agree
16.

Strongly Disagree

High school students do not need to know the different
types of decision making processes. (2.74)
Strongly Agree

15.

Disagree

would never take a home economics course.

Strongly Agree
14.

Agree

In home economics courses girls learn only cooking and
sewing. (2.69)

Strongly Agree
13.

Strongly Disagree

Emotional nuturance and child guidance are not included
in a partenting course. (1.94)
Strongly Agree

12.

Disagree

In general, females can be good teachers of
courses
that include skills related to getting a job, personal
finances, decision making, securing housing and maintaining interpersonal relationships. (1.53)

Strongly Agree
11.

Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Girls especially should be required to take parenting
courses. (0.98)

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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18.

do not need a course that provides iob traininq.
(2.47)

I

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

19. The home economics department should offer a survival
skills course.
(1.17)

Strongly Agree
20.

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Males probably make the best teachers of survival skills.
(3.35)

Strongly Agree
21.

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly Disagree

(1.50)

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

It is important for students to know how to get adequate
food, clothing, shelter and health care. (2.29)

Strongly Agree
25.

Agree

Boys need a parenting course.

Strongly Agree
24.

Strongly Disagree

High school students should know how to complete a job
application and participate in job interviews. (1.69)
Strongly Agree

23.

Disagree

While still in high school students do not need to be
aware of the problems related to obtaining adequate
food, clothing and healthcare. (4.56)
Strongly Agree

22.

Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Home economics courses only help girls become homemakers.
(2.46)

Strongly Agree
26.

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Boys do not need a course that includes information
about interpersonal relationships. (0.32)

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

27. A survival skills course will be of equal term value
for girls as for boys. (0.32)

Strongly Agree
28.

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

High school students do not need a course on parenting
because they learn enough about parenting at home. (1.18)
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28.

Sti'ongly Agr ©0
29.

Strongly Disagr©©

Agr©©

Disagr©©

Strongly Disagr©©

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

A foods service/restuarant management program is more
appropriate for boys than it is for girls. (1.51)

Strongly Agree
37.

Disagr©©

A parenting course includes health and physical car©
of a child. (1.34)

Strongly Agree
36.

Agr©©

It is not important for students still in high school
to know how to manage money and us© credit. (2.37)

Strongly Agree
35.

Strongly Disagr©©

Girls do not need job training whil© they ar© in high
school. (0.32)

Strongly Agree
34.

Disagr©©

Survival skill ©ducation is just another fad that will
soon b© forgotten. (4.20)

Strongly Agree
33.

Agr©©

Stud©nts who plan to go to coll©g© do not n©©d job
training whil© th©y ar© in high school. (0.64)

Strongly Agr©©
32.

Strongly Disagr©©

Th© fact that most horn© ©conomics t©ach©rs ar© f©mal©s
shows that th©y ar© mor© suit©d for t©aching it. (2.20)

Strongly Agr©©
31.

Disagr©©

Th©r© ar© ar©as in th© high school program that ar© mor©
important than survival skill ©ducation. (-0.12)

Strongly Agr©©
30.

Agr©©

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Home economics courses do not include training that
will help boys and girls get jobs. (0.99)

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

management
38. A home economics course in personal finance

will be of greater benefit to girls rather than boys.
(2.35)

38.
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cont.

Strongly Agree
39.

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Home economics course in personal finance management
will be of greater benefit to girls rather than boys.
(

2

•
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Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

40. Most males should not want to become economics
teachers
(4.01)

Strongly Agree
41.

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

(3.35)

Strongly Disagree

While in high school students who plan to go to college
do not need a parenting course. (2.68)

Strongly Agree
47.

Strongly Disagree

Boys need to know how to take care of a home.

Strongly Agree
46.

Disagree

Students who plan to go to college do not need home
economics courses. (3.59)

Strongly Agree
45.

Agree

The home economics department should offer courses that
will help students learn about parenting. (0.79)

Strongly Agree
44.

Strongly Disagree

A foods service/restaurant management program includes
the teaching of quantity food preparation and introductory
business management. (3.09)
Strongly Agree

43.

Disagree

Consumer education is not included in home economics
courses. (0.39)
Strongly Agree

42.

Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

It is important for students to know how to locate information about available jobs and to use the information
to obtain employment. (1.18)

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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48.

would take a course on parenting.

I

Strongly Agree
49.

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

In general, the sex of the teacher is not important for
most home economics courses. (4.01)

Strongly Agree
51.

Disagree

High school should not include a course that helps
students examine how people develop interpersonal
relationships. (1.53)

Strongly Agree
50.

Agree

(0.41)

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

feel more students would take a survival skills course

I

if it was not taught by someone in the home economics
department. (1.18)

Strongly Agree
52.

I

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

would take a course in survival skills.

Strongly Agree
54.

Disagree

The job skills that are taught in home economics courses
can not be used by boys to get jobs. (2.75)

Strongly Agree
53.

Agree

Agree

Disagree

(0.83)

Strongly Disagree

Since students will probably pick-up knowledge about
decision making, Securing employment, managing money
and developing interpersonal relationships, they do
not need a special course that includes this information.
(1.87)

Strongly Agree
55.

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Students who plan to go to college do not need a survival
skills course. (2.33)

Strongly Agree
56.

Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

It is more important for boys than girls to acquire
skills that will prepare them for employment after
high school graduation. (2.13)
%

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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57.

Survival skill education need not include securing
and maintaining employment. (.26)

Strongly Agree
58.

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Students who do not plan to continue their education
after high school graduation need a course in survival
skills while they are in high school. (0.88)

Strongly Agree
61.

Strongly Disagree

Boys and girls should graduate from high school with a
saleable skill they can use to get a job. (0.99)

Strongly Agree
60.

Disagree

Food service/restaurant management programs should be
continued. (1.55)

Agree
59.

Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Home economics includes parenting and interpersonal
relationships. (0.37)

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

62. Personal and family health care needs are not included
in
home economics courses. (0.46)
63.

Programs such as food service/restaurant management do
not belong in a regular high school. (1.66)

Strongly Agree
64.

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Home economics courses do not include the selection,
purchasing and storage of clothing. (1.55)

Strongly Agree
65.

Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Home economics includes obtaing and furnishing a home.
(1.04)

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

66. While they are in high school students who do not plan
to continue their education do not need a course in
food selection and preparation. (1.04)

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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67.

Some home economics courses include the selection
purchasing and storage of food. (1.95)

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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Form B
Part II: Read each statement and circle one of the following
responses for each statement:

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

It is important for students still in high school to
know how to manage money and use credit.

1.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

A parenting course includes health and physical care

2.

of a child.

Strongly Agree
3.

.

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Most males should not want to become home economics
teachers
Strongly Agree

8.

Disagree

Home economics teachers do not know enough about
survival skills to teach such a course.

Strongly Agree
7.

Agree

A home economics course in personal finance management
will be of greater benefit to girls rather than boys.
Strongly Agree

6

Strongly Disagree

Home economics courses do not include training that will
help boys and girls get jobs.

Strongly Agree
5.

Disagree

A foods service/restaurant management program is more
appropriate for boys than it is for girls.

Strongly Agree
4.

Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Consumer education is not included in home economics
courses
Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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9.

A foods service/restaurant management program includes
the teaching of quantity food preparation and introductory business management.

Strongly Agree
10.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Agree

Students who plan to go to college do not need home
economics courses.

Strongly Agree
12.

Disagree

The home economics department should offer courses that
will help students learn about parenting.

Strongly Agree
11.

Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Agree

Boys need to know how to take care of a home.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Agree

13. While in high school students who plan to go to college
do not need a parenting course.

Strongly Agree
14.

I

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

High school should not include a course that helps
students examine how people develop interpersonal
relationships

Strongly Agree
17.

Strongly Disagree

would take a course on parenting.

Strongly Agree
16.

Disagree

It is important for students to know how to locate information about available jobs and to use the information
to obtain employment.

Strongly Agree
15.

Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

for
In general, the sex of the teacher in not important

most home economics courses.
Strongly Agree
18.

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

course
feel more students would take a survival skills
economics
if it was not taught by someone in the home
course

I

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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19.

The job skills that are taught in home economics courses
can not be used by boys to get jobs.

Strongly Agree
20.

I

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Students who plan to go to college do not need a survival
skills course.

Strongly Agree
23.

Strongly Disagree

Since students will probably pick-up knowledge about
decision making, securing employment, managing money
and developing interpersonal relationships, they do
not need a special course that includes this information.

Strongly Agree
22.

Disagree

would take a course in survival skills.

Strongly Agree
21.

Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

It is more important for boys than girls to acquire
skills that will prepare them for employment after

high school graduation.

Strongly Agree
24.

27.

28.

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Boys and girls should graduate from high school with a
saleable skill they can use to get a job.

Students who do not plan to continue their education
after high school graduation need a course in survival
skills while they are in high school.
Home economics includes parenting and interpersonal
relationships

Strongly Agree
29.

Strongly Disagree

Food service/restaurant management programs should be
continued.

Strongly Agree
26.

Disagree

Survival skill education need not include securing and
maintaining employment.

Strongly Agree
25.

Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Personal and family health care needs are not included
home economics courses.
in
Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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Programs such as food service/restaurtant management
do not belong in a regular high school.

30.

Strongly Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Home economics courses do not include the selection,
purchasing and storage of clothing.

31.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Home economics includes obtaining and furnishing a home.

32.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

While they are in high school students who do not plan
to continue their education do not need a course in
food selection and preparation.

33.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Some home economics courses include the selection,
purchasing and storage of food.

34.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

the home economics department should offer courses that
will give male and female students an opportunity to
learn skills that will prepare them for work upon high
school graduation.

35.

Strongly Agree
36.

37.

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

It is important for high school students to know about
general child rearing practices and procedures.

Strongly Agree
.

Disagree

Home economics only includes cooking, sewing and babysitting.

Strongly Agree
38.

Agree

Girls do not need a couse in survival skills.

Strongly Agree
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Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Girls especially should learn how to take care of a
home

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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40.

High school students should be aware of the
responsibilities and duties of a parent.

Strongly Agree
41.

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Emotional nurturance and child guidance are not included
in a parenting course.

Strongly Agree
46.

Disagree

In general, females can be good teachers of courses that
include skills related to getting a job, personal
finances, decision making, securing housing and maintaining interpersonal relationships.

Strongly Agree
45.

Agree

Interpersonal relationships are important parts of
anyone's life.
Strongly Agree

44.

Strongly Disagree

Students who do not plan to continue their education
after high school graduation need a course that includes
survival skills such as getting a job, securing housing,
managing personal finances, making decisions and maintaining interpersonal relationships.

Strongly Agree
43.

Disagree

Boys need home economics courses.

Strongly Agree
42.

Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

In home economics courses girls learn only cooking and

sewing

Strongly Agree
47.

I

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

High school students do not need to know the different_
types of decision making processes.

Strongly Agree
49.

Disagree

would never take a home economics course.

Strongly Agree
48.

Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

High school students do not need information about
resources that are available during periods of unemployment.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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50.

The training students receive in a foods services/
restaurant management program increases thier abiltiy
to get jobs.

Strongly Agree
51.

I

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

It is important for students to know how to get adequate
food, clothing, shelter and health care.

Strongly Agree
60.

Disagree

Boys need parenting courses.

Strongly Agree
58.

Agree

High school students should know how to complete a job
application and participate in job interviews.

Strongly Agree
57.

Strongly Disagree

While still in high school students do not need to be
aware of the problems related to obtaining adequate
food, clothing and health care.
Strongly Agree

56.

Disagree

Males probably make the best teachers of survival skills.

Strongly Agree
55.

Agree

The home economics department should offer a survival
skills course.

Strongly Agree
54.

Strongly Disagree

do not need a course that provides job training.

Strongly Agree
53.

Disagree

Girls especially should be required to take parenting
courses

Strongly Agree
52.

Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Boys do not need a course that includes information about
interpersonal relationships.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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61.

A survival skills course will be of equal long term
value for girls as for boys.
Strongly Agree

62.

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Survival skill education is just another fad that will
soon be forgotten.

Strongly Agree
67.

Disagree

Students who plan to go to college do not need job
training while they are in high school.

Strongly Agree
66.

Agree

The fact that most home economics teachers are female
shows that they are more suited for teaching it.

Strongly Agree
65.

Strongly Disagree

There are areas in the high school program that are
more important than survival skill education.

Strongly Agree
64.

Disagree

High school students do not need a course on parenting
because they learn enough about parenting at home.

Strongly Agree
63.

Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Girls do not need job training while they are in high
school

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

